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UPDATED  V~~SION OF  ~H~ T~CHNICAL  SR~ZTS 
ATTACH~D TO  THE  SU~VEY  ~~PORT ON 
~rsci  :.:;r·::~IFIC  AND  T  ~CHNICii.L  COOP..::::R.ATION 
IN  SEV.::;N  SECTORSn,  I;NCOi{PO~~AT INCl  THE .FINDING§. 
PUBLISH~D IN  THE  SUPPL~M~NT TO  THIS  23P0Jf - 1  -
1.  INFCRMATION  SCIENCE 
The  probl.ems  which  Europe  has  ~o face  u~  ..  to in the  field 
ot information science concern  both  the  p~oductio~ of the  equip-
ment  and. its utilisation. 
\~·i t.h  regard to Eroduction,  the  s.it;ua  ti.on  is marked  by  the 
fact that the  market is dominated.  b~  s~bsidi.~ries of American 
compa·nies.  Even  ~f this has  not  so  far prevented  customers  from 
· being  provid~d wi~h ,the  most  modern  or powerful machines,  it 
·nevertheless has  several drawbacks.  The  European  econQmY  always 
f  • 
·runs: the  risk of receiving the .most  modern  hardware  and  software 
with. s.ome:·delay  and it is deprived o!. considerable  export  oppor-
!  '  •  •  •  I  ~  • 
tunities.  These  conseque.nces ..  are~.~l.l. the: more  .&erious as  informa-
tion science  tends. to. occupy  a  stra~egic plac~ in all economic 
.  .  . 
activities:  the  absence  of a  genu~ne E.1:1ropean  produption and 
technology in this field risks  hav~~g :s.ev~.re  r.ep_~rcussions  on 
the  .technology,  and  henc:~  the.  co.mpe.titive~.~ss,  of all the  other 
industri.es. 
The  efforts to  encourage  the  development. of  an. information 
-processing industry independent  of  the  Am.eri.can ..  gi~l,lts  cannot  be 
complete~y success~ul if they  remain  on  a  naticnal basis since 
th~y wc)uld  require  frequently.  pr-ohibitiv~. fi:pancial  b,~cking and 
··  ··  would.  foup.der  ..  on .. the  l.imited nature  of the.  nation~l .market.  .  .  .  .  .·..  ..  ' 
Consequently,  the  aim as  regards  hardware  is  t~e .;formation 
· pf .  .an.  indust,r~al unit  (u_nder.takins  or ..  g~o~p of  ~nde_rtakings)  which 
w9u~d.  ~be  t.eeh.nically ._and. Lcomm,ercially.  cap~bl~ ,.o.f  gra~ually .co\"e!"ing 
a.  col?-s:iqerable  part.  o.f.  the  FJ..uropean  market.  For  th;t4.:;i  t  is neces- .  '  '  ~·  :  .  .  ,,  .  .  .  ' 
sary to  have  a  sufficiently wide  range  of products,  a  well-organized - 2  -
marketing network and  an avant-garde  technology.  Project 10 aims 
at these various targets simultaneously.  The  high-power  system 
available  by about  1975  and  compatible  with other products of the 
same  period  would  provide  the  ner&essary  "top  end  of the  range", 
and  the  system to be  produced  by about  1980  would  make  use  df a 
revolutionary technology.  The  procedure  to  be  adopted  for this 
project have still to  be  fixed in order to verify whether  the 
desired objectives  could be  reached in this  way.  Research in this 
new  technology  would also be  supplemented  by a  project devoted  to 
components,  and in particular to  the  development  of new  memories 
(Project 22).  Finally it is to  be  hoped  that  the  major project 
described above  will have  a  generally favourable  effect  on  in-
creasing the  compatibility of the  machines. 
As  regards  the utilization of information processing,  the 
general problem is to  enable  the  whole  economy  to  make  the best 
use  of  the  existing facilities and to exploit  quickly  the  techno-
logical potential opened  up  to  the available  equipment.  Three 
priority items  seem  to be:  preparation of software,  data trans-
mission and  manpower  training. 
Often,  insufficient use  is made  of the  possibilities for 
employing  computers  owing  to  the  lack of the  necessary programs. 
It woult therefore  ae  valuable  to undertake  a  wide-ranging scheme 
to  encourage  the preparation of software  for  industrial,  scientific 
or  administrative  useso  Pilot schemes  have  teen proposed under 
Project 15. 
It is as yet  too  early to  know  if an attempt  should  be  made 
to set up  a  large software undertaking  capable  of supplying not 
only European  customers,  but alae of exporting  on  a  large  scale to non-memaer  countries,  o~  .. whe'ther.-.more  .d~~ntral.i.zed. methods 
should  be  aimed at,  use·being made  of public undertakings or 
public laboratories already in  existence~ This  devel0pment  of 
~oftware  woul~ be propitiously backed up  by -P~oject 12,  the 
program library,  which aims at enabling better use  to  be  made 
of existing software  by  providing potential users with greater 
,  .information on  the  existence. of pr9ven  softw~re,  and sy Project 
13 1  which is directed towards a"certain amount  of standardizationo 
The  exist~nce of a  satisfactory data  transmission network,  on 
.the other;hand,  will becom?  more  and·more  import~nt in the  future 
anQ  this has  given rise to  two·proposala~· (11  and  20). 
Finally,  the possibilities opened  up  by  information science 
will only  be  fully exploited if the  people·likely to  use  them 
receive  ad~quat~.  tr~i'ning"-(Projeot 14) ... 
Even  ~f  the~e  ~~rious projec~a are  technically.independent, 
they ·  a·hould · in :fact  -~be.: .c.ons:Ldered .. as  .. a  ·~ho.le.  ·.in  which· the  separate 
.  "  ~  ~  .  '  ..  .  ~  . 
ite~s  s~pport each other  • 
.. : ...  '  '  •',  '  I  ~~ 
.  '  .· 
; :·  j". - 4 -
Field:  Informa~ion  rocessin 
Project  10:  HIGH-POWER  CESSING  SYSTBMS 
1. Nature  of project 
Design  and  construction ·of  a  high-po~er data processing and 
storage  system leading to the  marketing  of a  European  system 
along  completely original lines which  would  be  competitive 
on  a  world-wide  scale. 
The  system will be  partly used  for  requirements  guaranteed 
by  the  public authorities,  but will in the  main  be  made  commer-
cially available  to  the  private sector. 
Work  on  the project must  be  very close  to  the industrial 
stage,  as  the  project is geared to  de~ign ~nd production and 
not  to research as such. 
2o  Objectives 
There  are  three objectives in view: 
- the  first,  of  a  commercial nature:  to  meet  the  demand  which 
will arise  on  the  European  commercial  market in the  years  to 
come  and will otherwise  be  met  by  non-European products; 
- the  second,  of  a  technological ·natu~e:  to encourage  the  creation 
of a  highly advanced European  technology affecting the  whole 
field of information processing and  leading to  the  training of 
an  independent European  output potential; 
- the  third,  of  an industrial nature:  to facilitate  the  structural 
transformation of  the  European  information processing industry 
and  the  setting up  of an industry of sufficient scope  to  compete 
on  a  world scale.  The  industrial structures  which Europe  needs 
would  be  established more  easily if common  objectives  were 
N~.  drawn  up  on  15.9.1969. 
With  reference  to  the alternatives originally put  forward 
(medium-term  or long-term project),  the  manufacturers are 
only envisaging the  long-term project.  Hence  this paper 
has  been prepared  from  that standpoint. 
• .  .., 
·~..··· 
··-:5··-
defined and if the States  p~ovided. financial backing  for 
those  objectives.  ~hi~  ~f~~ct.~~ t~e  r~orga~izing of  a 
..  ~..  ..  ~  ..  . .  '~ ..  . .  ' 
section of  the. e!ec~ro~ics,  ind~stry i~  regarde~ as  of major 
importance;  from  that angle,  the  advant~ge pf  th~ project 
will be  heightened by  its significant effects on  the  upstream 
,' '  .  ~  '  '  '  I  :  ~  '  '  '  ~  ' 
and  downstream  ~ra~chea. 
t  c 
3. Advantage  of cooperatio£ 
- ,;To· opeh· 'l.q)  ··a. ·:ma':i:-'ket1  ·  Ylid~·  >(;n~ugh to  warrant  the· development 
..  'of  a:" large· -~-Y~:tem:  ..  :.:  ):  ·  ..  · 
·~  To  groti.p  tog~th~r  ·::fti.1arici~l :efforts relatin·g· to ·projects 
whfch :.ozinrio't  ~be'  ··.u.nde'it:ak~\n' by'  ~i~ndi-~idual manufacturers. 
- To  enc:~urag.e :the.;  cieat{~n· of  ne.w 
1 indust~£a:L ·~:t~J·ctures 
.  •  •·  . .  ..:.  ,..,  ~ : ' t. 
·- To  ·:,r.eduee·  and:·  finally. ·.to :close  ..  the·:  gap  which Je.x1sts ·between 
···  , Europe_'· and··:the  United: States··  :in: the·  fi~ld :of .J.;n:formation 
science.  •  I  .~  .. 
.9-~  Programming  and· sup.er.vision  or·· 'proj~~ 
....!.  •• - ~ 
The  programming· is a·  highly  o~~~~p-lex  operation, 
comprising  the  choice  of the  project··: t'o  be'  cci~r,ied. out,  de-
tailed technical programming  of the: proje.c·t. as.· ad·opted,  and 
administrative  an.d ·financial programming. 
In this' context,·· it is necessary  tor  ·st'~f.t··. immediately 
' on  the  O  E3tudy'  in:  b~i-ia'bora  tion; with  I  industry~ 'or·:  :: 
'  ~ '  :  •,•  .  :  ."';  .'  ..  ~.t 
the  market  prospects; 
~·  . .  .,. 
·- the· procedures· fbr.·organization  from  the  legal, 
administrative and  firiancial:st~ndpoints; 
.:....~the ..  te-c-hidical·  .. f:€asibi:1ity  ..  of-~~-t-~· ·pr·oj·e··ct,- together 
-~ith 'ari  ~ssessnie'ri·t of the  do~t and  the  drawing  ... up 
of a  time  schedule. 
l;t  i~ also  n~c~~-.s~~·Y_. to.  s~t up  .w~  thout.  d~{lay a  group 
~or  o_qord~~~~,~~g  c;_~d :-.~~~_erv:i,_siD:g  :'  t~e  pro.~.e.ct,  op.er~ting abreast 
of current. activity and associating manufacturers in the  work. 
•  •  •  •  ,·  •  •  ••  '  •  ....:. •  •  ~  •  •  "j  '  ~  •  •  •  .:.  ' 
-·~  "' . :  . - 6 
5. Performance 
The  project must  of necessity be  carried out under 
!he industry's responsibility and at its centres,  although 
subcontrabting to  certain public or private laboratories is 
not  to  be  ruled out. 
In addition,  two  major requirements  must  be  fulfilled: 
(a)  as it is a  complex project;  there  must  be-a single project 
superintendent; 
(b)  the  various phases of research and  development  must  be 
integrated,  as also must  this  composi~e phase  and that of 
series production.  This  link-up must  be  actively pursued 
so as  to prevent_the research,  especially during the  first 
years,  from  assuming  a  semi-academic aspect. 
This  process  would  be  facilitated by  the  Hember  States' 
giv~ng an  undertaking to.proceed automatically t9  the 
following  phase  as  soon as  the  one  before  it. had  been 
successfully accomplished. 
For the  purpose  of the  project,  consideration must  be  given 
to grouping  the  participating firms  into a  joint-subsidiary 
type  or organizationo 
The  manufacturere have  already intimated their preferences 
for  having  the  development  and  management  of the  project 
carried.out in a  joint organization with centralized control 
and  supervision.  On  the  other hand,  implementation of the 
project,  as  regards  both R & D and production,  would  be 
effected by  subcontracting,  preferably to  the  parent 
companies,  on  a  wide  scale. 
6o  Industrial utilization of research  findings 
-Integration of the  R  & D phase  and  the~oduction phase  would  be 
necessary  (see  above). 
There  are  major  problems  in the  marketing phase,  particularly 
as regards  the  introduction of  the  machine  into the range  of 
hardware  manufactured  by  the various-participating firms. 
If it were  found· desirable  for  there  to  be  a  large  volume  of 
government  orders,  it would  be  necessary  to  determine: 7 -
•  the appropriate  time  for  dovetailing such orders; 
- tg.~  volume  ... of such. ord.e.rs ;  .. 
- the extent  to  which  sucp outlets ·in the  publi·c  sector will 
be.  guaranteed  (price,  delive.ry  ..  conditiona,  etc.). 
7•  Financins and  cost~ 
...  i  .. 
- It  w~uld be  nec~s~ar~ .to  have  substantial  fu!,l~S'~  which  could 
o~ly be  achieved by  combining private  0~  p~blic resources. 
~ ,  "'  •  •  ~  •  '  -1'  r  f  t 
Since  the  proJect  in. question is one  the  results of which  would 
,  '  :  ;  ·  ,  . r.  *  ,  -~  ~ '  •  ~  • :  ..  •  '  ..  :  1.  ••  •• •  •  ' 
be  directly extended to.industry,  t~e puplic sector should  only 
•- .  l'  ~  I  ;  *" '  '  •  ' 
.  , t  I  ~  . 
share  in its financing,  this share  neverthel~ss being essential 
.  .:····  .. 
to start· it  ·up~·'.:  .. 
- As  regards  government  ~articipation,  joint financing is the 
appropriate  method  because  this is a  single,  highly integrated 
project,  beyond  the  scope  of firms.  In certain forms,  financing 
on  a  national basis is not  to  be  ruled out. 
- Various  procedures  for  financing  from  public  funds  may  be 
considered,  namely: 
- subsidies; 
- appropriations; 
- purchase  gua~antees in the  form  of a  substantial volume  of 
government  orders  (see  above). 
These  forms  of financing  may  be  combined,  in proportions 
differing according to the characteristics of the  system. 
A prior commitment  by  the  Member  States to share in the  financing 
of each phase  of the  project  would  further both the  implementa-
tion· of the  overall project and  the  integration of the  ~arious 
phases. 
- The  total for  the  feasibility study mentioned under  heading  4 as 
the  first stage of action has  been  estimated,  for  the  three 
sections together - market,  organization and technical feasibility 
- at about  500,000 u.a. 
8. Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. - 8 -
9.  Additional remarks  and links with other projects 
- Links  with other projects: 
This project requires close  cooperation in the 
carrying out  of advanced  studies in all related fields 
such as  components  (in particular large-scale integrated 
circuits,  memories),  peripheral  equipment,  software  and 
data  transmission.  These  projects will be  "ordered"  by  the 
large  system project itself; their cost will have  to  be  taken 
into consideration when  working  out  the  cost  of the  "la~ge 
system" project  from  which  they  cannot  be  separated. ~  .... 
- 9-
Field:  ~nformation processing 
Prajeot 11:  INFORNATION  PROCESSING  NE'I'WORKS 
1 •  f'I.a ture  of  p;ro j e ct. 
r  ',  .  •·•  "MJ*""~,  '  ~ : . 
Project. aimed at setting up  informati.o!l processing 
.  .. ~  :.  ~  .  '  ·:  ... • ' 
~etworks linking  ~ur$pean and national  r~s~arch centres  • 
.  ·. 
2 •  .QEjectives 
...  ·-:  .  i; 
This project aims at  prom?t~~~ ~rp~~lic  ~ervi~e activity 
... ..  •'  .  '  ..  ,,~,"  ...... .  .,__  '  .  ~,.  ......  ..  ......  '  .  ~ ......  .. 
and  developing a  technioal  facil~ty enabling use  to  be  made 
...  ,  \..  '  0  o  ~~.  '0  o  .,  I  •  '  'o  ,''  ' 
of services such as program  li.Q~aries,  da~a ~anks,  etc. 
•  '  ~  • ~ 7  r  •  i'  ·,  •  '  •  f  ' 
More  specifically,  the  fir~t.stag~ w9uld  be~ pil®t 
..................... 
project allowing an  experimental link to<be  es-tablis·hed 
:between  existing :.c~ntr~s .bl .UL3i,ng  the.  n~rmal-'.te-lephone lines 
_in  or~er to pin-point. -th~ -or-gan:it;zation~l: probl·ems arising from 
the  introduction pt an: inte.r-compu.ter  ..  netwo·rk  and  to ascertain 
.  ~  ..  : the  qufili  ty o.f·  the  se:rvic:e :  .. fro.m  a  technical. and· a  tariff point 
;  ~  :  '  ..  -:. 
Th~~s  :f'irs.t  ~tag_e  shou~d·· the·refo.re, include  a  period for 
.studying the interface  pro~lems posed. by  connecting  up 
computers  w:.ich  have. to: be  linked. together.·  .. Then,  in the 
aecond stage,  a  mesh data transmi$sion network  could be  set  : r>  , .  .. 
up,  possibly including  speci~1 line  high~sp~e~ sections. 
This project could include  the  develop~ent.of,.certain; ne1f 
ill  ;.,  ...  ,• 
equipments  (see  not.e,  No. '~·20  of the  Tel~~qorl!~unic~tions specialist 
group). 
,i''  •j  :- _·,: Project 11 
3.  Advantage  of  cooperation 
International cooperation is nefcessa.ry··· from  the  point 
of view  of the  standards  to  be  adopted in respect of trans-
mission procedures as well as  the  characteristics of the 
equipment used. 
4.  Methods  of  operation 
This pilot project  could  be  based  on  the  link between 
the  central program library and  certain  nati~~nal centres. 
5. Cost  and  time  scale 
- First stage: 
- Cost:  personnel:  there shouli be  a  team  of 15-20 people 
to  be  responsiale  for  coordiantion and  the  design  of 
the  system  - 0.5 million u.a. 
- cost of  equipment  and hire of lines - 0.5 million u.a. 
cest to  the  states in terms  of staff in·the·event of 
an  interconnection retween six national centres may  be 
estimated  (three persons per centre)  at 0.7 million u.a. 
for  the  first stage  (two  years). 
- Time  requiret:  the first stage  could stretch over a 
period  of  two  years. 
- Second stage: 
- Cost:  to be  determinei on  tho  aasis sf the results 
of the  first stage. 
- Time  requiret:  two  to  three  years,  on  the  basis of 
the  results  of  the  first stage. r  - ;;,.1·· .. 
'  w-V'J':  '-
Desirable 
•  J  - ..  ~  •  •  ;,  • 
:  •  ~~  ;·  ""  f  '  •  ;·  '  -·· .... ~ ...  .:....~ ...........  •' ........ -~· 
.- Link with  othe~:·~;ro;je·ht's':.: .:  :· .. 
r~ :;  :..  ..  ,..  ·~  .  ~ .. 
This project should be  considered as  l;e-ing:·li~ke·a ·with the 
'  t  •  ''  '.,  .  ~  .  \  '  ~  ..  -•  •  .1'  .,.  •  ••  f'  I'  •' '  (  '  •  .,.  '  '  >"'·  .0:  I  •  •,  •••  -, 
one(. concerning the. setting u'p·'  ot·· ·a·· Eliropean·· ·pr6gz•am  library  (see 
note  No.  12)  ani with those  plafln'ed ·in:· the:· ·riel  a.··  6{;\i'aer  software 
(no.te  No·~ ·1.5)7··&.~--w~ll.as·:with. 'the·prejeet; for·~Ehtopean stand-
':  '"  :  4  •"'  •'  •  •  '  ,  "  .;  ,0  •  ,  o  - ~  I  •  ,  ....  •  '  •  •'  ,  1  >  ).,  '  o  t- ,•  ' 
·  ·· ·  · ·  It 'inust  'kEf stressed, 'moreover·,  that ·'the· s61ution of the 
:  'i>ro~ti~ms: re:lli ting: t6 ··th.e·;:high..;$p~e·  .:mesh·: rietw~rk' w6iild. be  likely 
-t((-~ri<:ourage  the·  Cievei8pment···of':high-pow~r··:aysterns·~f  -?:  ,..·I 
:.• ··-'  ~ :  '. .  '·  ...  .  (  ,  -·  ~~  ·r  . i _  :.  \- :,t  •.  '• 
.  ~-'  .·....  .  ... 
.  '' 
'  .. 
L,  j 
t.  ' 
J  .~ Fiel~: Information proceasin6 
Projectt 12:  EUROPEAN  PROGR.M1  LIBRARY 
.1.  Nature  of projec_i 
The  setting up  of a  body  consisting of  a.c~ntral 
institute and  a  union of national  centre~. 
2.  Objectives 
Automated  documentation  on  program  deacript~ons to. 
serve all Europea~ users. 
Collection of.programs  in the. various  fields of application, 
followed  by  the  possib~e specialization of the  various  centres. 
·Threefold  purpo~~ of  t~e project as  ~ whole;  information, 
collection/di,stributioJ;J,, .  tec~1nical ,assistance, insofar as  that 
does  not apply to  the  work  of-specialist advisory  bodies. 
3.  Advantage  of  cooperation 
Direct information  en request  on  the existing store 
leading to a  considerable reduction in duplication. 
Access  by users  to  programs  concerned  with their activity; 
delineation of advisers'  responsibilities. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
- Pilot project:  automated  documentation system  for programs. .  - 13  -
Project 12 
... 
- Public service:  collection~  testing,  technical assistance  by 
national centres  for programs of national origin,  by  the 
..  .  ~ 
central institute for  other communications  and information 
through  the  central institute. 
A coordination·committee  responsible  for  the  operation 
of the  project  (*)o 
5.  Cost  and  time  s~ 
Cost:  total cost:  4.8 million u.a.  to  be  divided between: 
- joint budget:  2.4 million u.a. 
- budget  to participating states: 2.4 million u.a. 
Time  required:  pilot project and setting up  of  coordinated 
•. 
structures:  three years. 
6. Participation of non-member  countri~ 
Desirable 
7. Classification1  additional remarks  and links with other Erojeots 
Classification:  category A. 
. . .  .. 
Link with other projects:  this-proJeot.should be  considered as 
'Being  linked with that  concerning the  setting up  of information 
processing networks  between research eantres  (see  note  11). 
(*)  NB.  Setting up  of a  remote  information processing  network 
between  centres.  See  note  No.  11,  "Networks",  1st phase. - -14 ·-
Fieli:  Information  processin~ 
Project 13:  STANDARDIZATION  COMMITTEES 
1. Nature  of project 
The  setting up  of European  standardization committees. 
The  standardization project should initially be  mainly 
concernei with software. 
It should be  developei in three fields: 
- programming languages; 
-interfaces  (data transmission procedures); 
-structure of supports  (card indexes). 
2. ,9bjectives 
- T~ standardize  software  with the participation of the 
representatives of European manufacturers,  within a  period 
of time  compatible  wiih its general application. 
To  encourage its application by  selecting it for  use  in 
computer installations.depeneent on  the public sector. 
3q  Adv~age of cooperation 
The  lack of standardization of  computers at all levels  can 
only  be  overcome  gradually;  as  there  are not  many  manufacturers, 
action  on  a  national scale  would  have  little effect.  Action shoult 
therefore  be  undertaken in all cases  within a  Community  framework 
and if possible  on  an  even  wider  scale. Project  13 
· 4.  Methods  of operation 
Setting up  of three permanent  committees,  one  for  each 
subject  (see 2),  composed  of  government  repres-entatives,  in 
particular the  national representatives at the  ISO  and  the 
technical advisers seconded  ~y the  European manufacturers. 
5•  Cost  and  time  scale 
At  the rate of six meetings per year;·- es.ch  lasting a~-w~ttk~. for 
each  committee,  annual  budget  of about  0.1  million u.ae  Permanent 
activity. 
6.  ~articipation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification~ additional remarks  and  links  with other vrojects 
Classification:  category A. 
Link with other projects:  this ·should  ~e considered as  being 
linked with the  project  concerni~g the  setting up  of information 
processing networks  (see note  No.  11). - 16·  -
!!~: Information processing 
Project 14:  EUROPEAN  INSTITUTE  OF  INFOID1ATION  SCIENCE  AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
1. Nature  of  projeo~ 
Training and research 
- Setting up  of  a  European institute of information science ani 
technology. 
2.  Objectives 
The  European institute shall carry out  the  following 




Training:  - post-graduate  training subdivided  into five  sections: 
- manag~ment training 
Research: 
training of engineers 
- training of analysts 
- advance(  theory training 
- teacher training. 
in information processing: 
- software 
- ha~dware 
CoQrdination:  - of training ana instruction programmes  in the 
field of information processing 
of research and  development  programmes  in 
information processing. Projeot 14 
3.  Advan~age of  coopera~ 
•  To  concentrate  ~c~ttered efforts and  avoid duplication in 
research and  development. 
To  create -a·  European  t;kining' ·sc;heme  of  --a  high· standard a:ld 
. 
independent  of  the  solutions submitted by  computer  manufactu~ers. 
- To  facilitate exchanges  of  inforrra tion at all levels. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
- Institute  .1..§.i. 1  ear 2nd yea;: jrd yea!:  4th year 
Administrative 
personnel  20  25  30  35 
Research ani training 
personnel  4o  70  100  130 
Coordination service  20  25  30  35 
Total  80  120  160  200 
====================~====================== 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
- The  setting up  the  European institute should be  spread out 
gradually over a  period of three years.  From  the  fourth 
year  onward,  the  programmes  should operate regularly. 
- The  cost should be  shared out as  follows: 
1st year:  3,000,000 u.a. 
2nd year:  4,500,000 u.a. 
3rd year:  6,ooo,ooo  u.a. 
4th year:  7,500,000 u.a. -- 18  -· 
fLoject  14 
6. Participation of  non~member countri$s 
Desirable. 
7•  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other projects 
Classification:  category  ~. 19'-
Field:  Info~mation proces~ns 
Projeot  1..2..L_16  and 17:  USER  SOFTWARE 
1. Nature  of  pro~ect 
The  development  of user software  for  industrial, 
scientific and administrative  purposes. 
In the  f~rst stage,  car,rying  ou~  cert~in .pilot projects. 
2.  £~actives 
Substantial savings possible  by  coordination of the  long 
and  costly software  establishment studies. Establishment  of  system 
and software  prototypes  for  general and  special application. 
3.  Advantage  of cooperation 
- Coordination of work  with a  view  to  satisfying a  wide  range 
of requirements  not  dependent  on  any particular type  of 
computer. 
- Unification of proceQures. 
- Elimination of duplication. 
4.  Methods  of operatiop 
To  be  determined  (a "user software" specialist group 
will supply  the  details of certain pilot projects and  the 
methods  of  operation within  two  months). Projects 15,  16  and  1Z 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
To  be  determined. 
- 2o--
6.  Partic~~on of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  ~ssification, additional remarks  and  links  with other projects 
Classification:  category B. 
.. 
.. .. 
2.  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
The  immediate  problem  which  the. tele.co~munic.ations 
administ~ation~· have  to·f~oe arises  from  the almost  explosive 
character of the  increase in demand  in all forms  of trans-
number  of methods  in  use~  de fici~ncies ,  in both  the  quality alld 
the  quantity m!'the'eervices provided have  been  observed in 
most  of  the  countries of the  Communi tyl Thes; ·  ·defi~·iencies ·are 
not  due  to  factors  of a  technical nature  but  are' essentially 
financial  in  origin~ 
'The .present acute  needs in classic.al telecommunications 
in Europe  lead~ to -~he pcissibility.of ~ew requirements  being 
~ushed irtto  the  backg~ou~d,  ~~pe~iaili iri. th~ field of data 
,·  ,  .  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  .;  . 
: and picture  transmission.  Such  ari  attitude  would  be  extremely 
·  d~ngero~s,  since  the  petiod~-~f ~ime  ~hich i~evitably elapse 
betwe'en  the  beginning of research and  the  large-s'caie satis-
faction  of new, requirements  a're'  always  considerable. 
The  phenomena  of eoonomio  and social transformation,  such 
as the  increasing concentration of populations  in towns,  the 
extension and  tra~sformation.of large urban  ~entres an«  the 
increasing mobility of people and  goods  within.each country and 
within  the  Common.Market  will  6~ntinue to .necessitate extensions 
and adaptations  to telecommunication  systems  which  cannot  be 
carried out  on  a  short  term  basis.  It  ·.is  therefo'~e essential to 
an'ticipate  these  develo·pments,  not ·only  to define  their implica-
tions  t~r telecommu~icafiona and  to provide· f6r  them,  but also 
.  .  . 
to avoid allowing to  c·ontinue  over a number  of years  a  situation 
where  the  provision  of'  telecommunications services is followir  ... g demand  instead of anticipating it and  therefore  does  not make 
the greatest possible contribution to social and  economic 
development~ It is.only on  the  basis of such a  forward-lookin~ 
yiew of  new  requirements and their repercussions in terms  of 
research and  development  that an  overall programme  of cooperative 
projects  could  be  worked  out  into  which  could  be  fitted certain 
research ana development plans in various  countries in the 
Community. 
From  a  technical point  of view,  telecommunications  systems 
are  not  lagging behind.  The  equipment  supply industries are also 
not lagging behind,  and  the  industrial companies  of the  Community 
have  considerably increased their share of world exports.  But 
this has  only  ~een possible  with  the  help?  at least in part,  of 
American  technology,  especially in the  field of  components, 
which are  assuming increasing importance in the  systems used  9y 
telecommunications administrations.  Owing  to the  present  easy 
access  to this source  of supply,  this situation does  not  have 
repercussions  on  the  quality of the  systems  in operation.  But it 
has  obvious  implications at the  level of  economic  and industrial 
development  in the  Community:  the European  comp~nent industry is 
suffering from  restriction,  by  the  compartmentalization and  lack of 
organization of national markets  as  well as  from  the prohibitive 
cost  of research carried out  exclusively on  a  national basis. 
It is thus  possible  to  lay down  a  few  lines of approach 
along  which scientific and  technical  cooperation in the  field of 
telecommunications  could  be  tackled: 
(a)  A forward  study of requirements,  which  would  constitute  the - 2~'-
overall framework  for  the  definition of cooperative projects, 
esp~cially the  setting up  of international networks,  and 
would  enable  oertain plans of the  administrations  to  be 
c~ordinated; 
(b)  Projects in connection with  the  supp.ly.  ind~$tries 9  and 
particularly th-e  supplzr' o-{··c·om·pone:nts.  These  projects  can 
be  either at the  standardizaiion level or at the  research 
..  ·., 
and  development  level; 
(c)  Cooperative projects in the  field of research and  develop-
ment  on  tr.ansmission,  propagation and  reception phenomena, 
such  project~ being already recognized as  having priority. 
The  proposals  submitted attempt  a  first step in each of 
the  three directions indicated '(respectively  2P.$·.".g_1.:-:-~3 9  2L:-25) • 
..  ....  _._ 
If these  proposals.are at present iimited to  the  working 
,, . 
. .  out. o.f ,a;n,.  qv.erq,ll.  fr~w~wprk a.nd  to  fiv.,~  imJPediate  projects,  this 
'.  '  '  '  '  - '  .. ·.  '  .  .  ' 
is· due·· to  the~-desire -to  draw  up  a  deta.:lled···procedure  for 
·iexa~i~~n~;~n: o~er~ll·~~~g~~mme:of ~6~perati~e projects,  which 
it has  not  been  po~sible tp  do  wi~hin.,:the,_t.i~~. av~ilable,  whil_st 
at ·the  sa~e time  ensuring a·quick·start·for projects  whose 
'  ~  j' 
feasibility is already  suffi~iently established. 
~./  I  •, 
- I  ~  •  '  '  .  ,..._  ~  ... 
'•  t' - 24  -
Field: Telecommunications  -
Erojeot  20:  FORWARD  STUDIES  ON  TELECOMEUNICATIONS  SERVICES 
1.  ~ture of project 
I  ~eneral study of  telecommunication services to  be  set up 
around 1985 
Economic  investigation of telecommunication require-
me.nts  and  of the possibility of their being met  by existing 
and new  techniques. 
II Special study of data  transmission services  to  be  set &~ 
around 1972-1973 
Special economic  investigation of  data  transmission 
requirements in the  field of teleprocessing of information. 
2.  Objectives 
~~udy I:  Definition of  the  directions in which,  from  the point 
of view of long  term requirements,  research efforts 
are particularly urgently required and promising.  The 
preparation of the  choice  of  new  cooperative research 
and  development  projects  on  this basia,  as  well as 
the  coordination of certain projects  drawn  up  by  the 
postal and  telegraph authorities. 
Study II: The  preparation of decisions  on  the possible setting 
up·by 1972-73  of a  separate  data  transmission net-
work  and  the_determination of its  ch~racteristics. 
3.  AdvantaGe  of cooperation 
To  encourage  programme  coordination it is highly 
advisable  that  work  of this kind,  which  paves  the  way  for 
decisions  by  the public authorities regarding cooperation, 
development  and  technological research,  be  carried out  on 
a  common  basis. .. 
25  -
4.  Programmin~ and  su~ervision of  Erojec~ 
~n2ral stud:y 
- This is to  be  assigned to  an  existing international body 
competent  to  undertake  such studies,  such as  the  Cowmission 
or  the  CEPT  (European  Conference  of Postal and Telecommuni-
cations Administrations),  the  Commission  having already  ··  ::<; 
undertaken initial expl6ratory work  on  pinpoiTiting  the 
problems  to  be  tackled during subsequent  stages. 
In the selection of the  method  to  be  adopted,  account 
must  be  taken  of the. following  points: 
- close association of the national postal and  telegraph 
authorities in this work  is essential to its success; 
collabol"ation in studies,  which is a  preparatory &tuge  for 
other projects,  should facilitate  joint utilization of their 
results; 
- the  manufacturerst  standpoint  must  be  co~sidered at each 
phase  of the  work; 
- unified administration of the  entire study is highly desirable. 
The  data  tr~~~~~  st~d~ is the  province  of the 
national authorities.  The  results can  only  be  utilized if the 
latter can  coordinate  their work,  which  presupposes that the 
study secretariat should  be  run  on  a  joint basis by  the  body 
already mentioned or by  the  specialist group. 
The  general study will be  assigned under  contract to 
specialized institutes for  this type  of  forward research 
embracing  technical and  economic  aspects. 
~he~ploratory work  done  at the  Commission's  behest 
will make  it possible  to  decide  what  paths  t?e  forward  study 
should  follow  and perhaps  to  outline proposals  for  cooperative 
schemes. - 26  -
The  data  transmission study will be  carried out  directly 
by  the national administrations with  a  6omparison  of records 
and  joint preparation of decisions. 
~!~ 1-~:;,L  .. !: total co.st:  30,000  uoa.,  not  including  the  national 
authorities'  participation; 
time  required and  phases:  total time  required: 
two  years,  first phase:  six mcnths. 
§~~I~: cost:  negligible 
time  require~:  total:  two  years, 
fi~st phase:  10  months 
second  phase  (possible):  about  one  yearo 
Only  the  general  study calls  f-or  financing~  whi.ch, 
moreover,  would  be  on  a  small scale  and  from  non-repayable 
fundsu  Joint  financing is undoubtedly  the  proper  course, 
ha~ring regard to the  fact  that this project is of general 
interest and  to  the  use  to  which it can  be  put by  the 




L~nk with  other  projects~  S~udy II  on  teleproceesing of 
information is an  essential part of  the  second phase  of 
Project  11 1  relating to  data  transmiEsion  between  research 
centreso .- 27 
Field: Telecommunications 
E,rojeot  21:  CREATION  OF  EUROPEAN  CONFORHITY  CERTIFICATES  FOR 
ELECTRONIC  COHPONENTS 
1.  Nat~e of project 
Establishment  of  common  standards and rulis  for 
approval  certificates for  electronic  components. 
This is a  project of a  public service nature  which 
aims at widening  the European market  for  components  and 
enabling  component reliability experiments  to  be  coordinated. 
It will serve  both the public interest and  that of industry 
and  concerns  the actual industrial production stage. 
Essential in view of  the  objectives. 
4.  ?ro5ramming  and  superv~sion of projec! 
Progrnmming  comprises  two  levels: 
- natio~l lev~: programming  of  the  measures  and  planning 
of  the  structures necessary in each  country  for  the 
application of harmonized  systems  for  ensuring quality 
standards  in electronic  componence,  currently under  study 
by  a  standardization committee initially consisting of 
representatives of France,  Germany.and  the United  K~ngdom 
and  subsequantly extended to include  representatives of 
9th~r countries. 
- Eu::-ope3.n  le~: work  to be  organized within  a  coordination 
group,  ~n enlargement of  the  com~ittee,  so  as  to  provide 
links  with  the  national bodies)  the secretariat being  fairly 
small$  These  units would also be  responsible  for  supervision 
of the  project at the appropriate  level. 
5.  Performance 
The  study  would  be  performed mainly in the national 
standardization bodies already in existence  or  to be  set up 
within the  framework  of the  project.  The  manufacture~s must 
be  closely associated with  the  work. - 28  -
At  the European level,  information wbuld.be  collated 
and activities  coordin~ted through  the  agency  of the above-
mentioned secretariat. 
Reliability tests may  be  carried out either in 
official centres  of  the  countries  concerned or in approved 
industrial centres  and under the  supervision of the  stand-
ardization body.  Some  experiments  could,  if appropriate,  be 
performed in  joint centres. 
6.  Cost  and  fi.na~ctns 
--~ 
Financing of  the  expenses  involved in setting-up 
the  bodies  responsible  for  issuing approval  certificates 
and  performing reliaoility  tes~s must  be  dcne  at the 
national level,  and discussions  on  the  procedurea  governing 
industry 1 t:>  participation r.mst  be  cor  ... ducted at the  so.me  level. 
(1:)  ~  F.v~r-:£_sa:.l  lE'vel~ 
The  ccordinution secretariat must  be  finenced  on  a 
joint basis., 
The  UK  is already  taking part in the  work  being 
undertaken  i~ ttiJ direction;  extension to  other West 
European  countries is desirable. 
Classification  A~ 
Project of  equal interest to  information science. 
tl - if{-
Field:  Telecommunications 
!,>roje~.,E:  NEW  CO!v1PONENTS  FOR.~.•COHPUTERS 
1. £Lature  of  projec~ 
Design  and  development  of new  features  intended  to  improve 
the  performance  of computers: 
- comparative  examination  of new  techniques  which  now  appear 
promising; 
- development  of appropriate  technologie~; 
- production of prototypes  for  the  evaluation of industrial 
perfox-mance  which is of i.nterest  (especially in the  case 
of memories). 
2.  Objectiv~ 
Two  subjeets  for  research have  been  proposed: 
- ~~loEment of  h~h-sEeed~emories for  computers 
The  characteristics of present  memories  will limit, 
within  the  near  future,  the  operational speed  of electronic 
computers.  New  solutions should  be  developed  which  will allow 
cycle  times  of about  100  nanoseconds • 
...  St.udy  of SI;to-electronic elements 
Opto-electronic  elements  today  seem  to offer very inter-
esting pos2ibilities for  the  development  of logical functions  and 
interconnections  with high decoupling.  Their  technique,  compatible 
with present  technologies  for  the production of microcircuits 
and integrated circuits,  should  be  developea. - 30  -
£.£~j  e  c_t_.~ 
3.  ~ntage of  ccoEera!~~ 
Cooperation  will avoid  duplication of haphazard  and  costly 
research. 
4.  ~ethod~of operati0n 
To  be  determinGdo 
5"  Cc.s t  and.  time ~~a~ 
The  approximate  to~al expenditure  which  would  be  required 
for  these  studies  h~s been  estimated as:  for  studies  on  high-
speed memories- 8  million u.a.;  for  studies  on  opto-electronic 
elements  ~ 10 million Uoao  T~is research should l&st  2-3  years. 
6a  Par_~j_.ciEatio~on-member countries 
Desir.:~hle. 
7. £lassi  fi~~on  ·~  ada~-tional  remar:kc l  ·  and  linl.5~~~l  ~h  (!~.!£r_2£9J!:.£b 
Classification Bo  Project of equal interest to  information science. 
- It will 1e  undertaken if Project  10 is  launched~ 
- In  case  of  ~roject 10  being rejected1  this  projc~t will be 
reconsidered as  ~n independent  scheme. - 31  .... 
!1-~-1:~:  !.2J-ecommu~ica  tion_!! 
~ject 2L:  BASIC  RESEARCH  PN  SEMICONDUCTORS 
1. Nature  of  ;,:n:_oject 
Basic research aimed at improving  the properties of 
semi~ond.uctors~ 
2.  QJ::j 9Ct:i.VP.!_. 
Thiti  concerns  two  types  of  completely different studies: 
(a)  B.f~arrh on  d~agnostl;c tec-hniques  n;.~i.n__g_  semico~ct=i:E;L~~~~~. 
This  concerns  the study of the  correlation between  the 
crys~alli~e structuro  of the  sem~cgnductor and  the  electrical and 
physical characteristics of the  devices.  When  a  diagnustic  technique 
is  developed~ it will allow the  quality  ~f the  starting material t0 
\e checked  and will thus  give  information enabling the  manufac-
turing proc8soes. for  this material and  :hese  devi~es to  be  ignorede 
(b)  Dopins_  of  S~.ELi..22.!!-~~..£Uon bomba:t'dment 
This .avant-g&rde  technique  is not  yet  teiLlg  used,  althoug:q. 
numerous  laboratories  have  in recent years  shown  very great interest 
on  it, the  advantages  anticipated are  as  follows: 
·•  introducing  of predetermined concentrations of  elements~ 
possibility of obtaining very rigid functions  (hence  pro-
duction of faster devices),  limitation of  the  phenomena  of 
rediffusion and diffusion of  impurities,  development  of 
integ::·ated circuits with  "verticc..l stracture" and high 
component  density. -- 32  - ... 
The  basic  resea~ch,  the result  of  which  may  revolutionize 
:present.  rr.1.nnfactur:i.ne  techniques  for materiaJs  and  eq_ni:;::>mer.t 
and  :e~d to pataLts  of  conside~able importance,  carries a  fairly 
large risk  w~ich it would  seem  reasonable  to  spread over  the 
whole  Community. 
4.  Methods  nf  onaration  __  ._.__ ____  ~·---
To  be  determinedo 
The  following  figures  can  be  given,  but it ehould  be  noted 
that they are  of an  approximate  nature  owing  to  the  haphazard  _. 
nature  of tte  rasearch: 
Cost:  4  million  u.a~:  time:  three  years, 
Cost:  10 mlllion u.a.;  time:  five  years. 
Desirc-,ble. -··33  -
projeet 23 
7.  Classifieatio~lli!_!ona.l_Eem:9-:r:ks  a~_l.in.ks lith other  E:r:'..2 .  .ttctr.: 
Classification B. 
This project  would \e of  ~qual interest to  information 
science.  It ia linked with Project 57,  submitted  for  metallurgy. ...  34  -
troj~ct 2  ..  ~:  STUDY  OF  SOLID  STATE.  DEVICES  FOR  HYPERFREQUENCY  USE 
1.  ~  .... ture  of-E.:t:?.~i 
Development  of devices  for  gene~ating,  amplifying  and 
converting  hypcrfrequency signalso 
2 (I  0  £j.!:~f~A~ 
Creation  of hyperfrequency  telecommunications  systems 
which  wouJd  ~e  of  consirlerable  use  to  ground  and satellite 
communi0ations  because  of  the  g~eat number  of  channels  which 
can  be  used  and  of  the  small size of the  aerialo required. 
Solie state elements  are  proving  indispensable  for applications 
which  requjre  small  bulk~  low  volto.gei  high output  and  high 
reliability. 
3~  Advantage  of_  2ool?era~ 
Cooperation  would  avoid  the  loss  of  time  and  money  due  to 
the  fu1plication  of  costly studies.  Coo~dination of national 
program~es would  be  essent~2l  i~ this field. 
4.  He i!lo  9.2_  ..  ?J:.-.£E~E~  t i  <?11 
To  b0  deterillined. - 35  -
~~§..t 2.~ 
5.  Cost  and  time  scaJ.~ 
The  approximate  cost  of this research is estimated at 
11  million  u~a.,  spread over  a  period of three years. 
6.  Participati~[_Eon-member countrie~ 
Desirableo 
7·.  Q.lassif!,9ati·~ additional.  remarks  and  liiJ-kS_ !!~<?lh_tr rPr~ 
Classification B. 
This action is  complementary  to  the  studies  on  the pro-
pagation of hyperfrequency  waves  outlined in note  No.  25~ - 36 
Fj;~]-~:  ~~]-~~~2i!]-ic,.~!J:-.£..~S 
Project  .. 25:  BESEARCH  ON  THE  PROPAGATION  OF~T~N  WAVES 
1.  Nature  of Eroject 
Basic research on high  frequency  and very high  frequency 
waves  from  the  point of  view  of: 
- aerials used  for  these  frequencies; 
propagation in the  troposphere; 
propagation in the  ionosphere. 
This  research is  connected with  the  following  seven 
subjects: 
1.  Aerial networks  with  phase  control; 
2.  Aerials  with reduced  side  lobes  for  ground stations 
with satellite links; 
3. Reflector aerials with high  surface yield and  low 
noise  temperature; 
4.  Influence  of absorption  by  hydrometeors  and  maximum 
usable  gain in aerials for  frequencies  above  10 GHz; 
5.  Determination  of optimum  emission  of  the aerial beam  in 
point-to-point links; 
6.  Transhori7Jon propagation  curves  for  non-temperate 
climaten; 
7.  Improvement  of  methods  for  short  term  ionospheric 
forecastingo 
2.  Q.£j.ective~ 
This  basic research project is aimed at improving 
short-wave  radiocommunications,  widening  the  field for  the 
use  of hertzian beams  on  the  ground  and  by  Eatellite,  and 
decreasing  the  cost  of  the  necessary plant  and equipment. - 3?  -
This  work  s'ould result in new  specifications for  the 
equipment  required, by :'the.  public authorities  from  industry. 
eration 
This  concer~s basic  res~arch of general  interest~ 
Only  by  breaking up  the  cost and  coordinating _the  work  will 
it be  possible  for  these  to  be  undertaken simultaneously and 
the results  compared. 
4.  Programming  and  supervision of project 
The  taskti~  tq,p~an ~programme of general-interest 
projects  withi~}a  f~am~wo;k_.of  concerted~action in order  to 
_arrive  at-~ c,omplete  po~_ling.,of·results. 
Determination of  th~s p:rog.ramme ·  .we.uld  be  the  respons-
ibility of the  gov  rnme_nts,  acting th.l'ough  a  __  co.ordination 
group  which· "wb~ilTd  ......  ·O'ri'·~ist_:  .. ir·->repres.entativ.es. of the various 
countries'  postal  nd  telegraph authorities. 
~he, resea.rc]f- prp.j  __ ects.  -~ould be  und~~  :tll:.~  ..  s-upervision 
~  ~- •l.o•,.olo•-'  ~~~.--....  '  ~  ··•-1  ..  ,._  ... ,  ..  ~- ·-~~·''"'  ..........  ·-· ......  '  ..  ..  .....  -
of the  national_ au~horities,  w~~- w~uld be_  in close  contact with 
each other through  the  coordination  group,  wh~ch _would  attend 
r·  <  <  ~  ·~  '  •  o  •  I  ~"  ~  ~  ,'  ' 
to  the pooling of results. 
5. Methods  tion 
The  will be  oarried out in a  decentralized 
basis by  the  vario s  countries'  public,  or possibly private, 
research centres. 
6.  Cost  and  financing 
To  carry out  these research projects  fu~ds totalling 
5,300,000 u.a.  (se~ breakdown  below)  will have  to  be  made 
available  to  the  centres. 
- Research  No.  1 :  700,000 u.a. 
- Research  No.  2:  650,000 u.a. 
- Research No.  3:  650,000 u.a. 
- Research  No.  4:  ,Boo,ooo  u.a. 
- Research No.  5:  300,000 u.a. 
- Research No.  6:  ,ooo,ooo  u.a. 
- Research No.  7:  220,000 u.a. .. 
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Certain.results might  be  obtained.after a  year's 
experimental  work  (research projects  4  and  6)  but  most  of 
the  researches  would  take ·three  to  five  years. 
Financing will be  from  non-repayable  public  funds, 
which  will have  to  be  provided by  the  countries in  which 
the  work  is being performed.  The  study of transhorizon 
propagation  curves  in countries with non-temperate  climates 
will have  to  be  financed  jointly by  the  countries  concerned. 
Each  country  may  finance  certain work  carried out 
in other countries with  which it wishes  to  be  more  closely 
associated;  the  cooperation procedures  will have  to  be 
determined case  by  case. 
7. Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable 
8. ~s  with other projects,  classi~ication 
Project  24  "Study of Solid-State Devices  for 
Hyperfrequ~ncy Uses"  complements  this  research project. 
Classification:  A. - 39  -
3,  NEW  MEANS  OF  TRANSPORT 
•  ~  '  '  ·~  >  I 
The  development  of industrial societies entails increasingly 
.... .r- ~ 
varied,  complex  and  numerous  transport  requirements  and  the 
meeting  of such requirements is in 'itself a  siz~able factor 
· of  ~e~elopment. Europe  is in  t~is re~pect faced  with  considera~le 
'  .  ' 
problems  which will continue  to  increase  in the  years  to  come 
,•  '  l  .  .  ... 
under  the  effects of population growth,  changes  in production 
and  distribution circuits,  .. the  ne~~ for  lana development,  the 
consequences  of  urh~~ization,' improve~en.t  i~ the  standard of 
.  ~  - .  .  '  ~ 
living and,  of course,  more  intensive trade  brought about  by 
the  dis~ppearance of  frontiers  • 
.  ' 
European  co~ntries wiii  ther~for~ have  to  make  rapid  and 
difficult choices in creating new  infrastructure~~  new  equipment 
.I  •,  •. 
and  ne~ syste~a~ This will mainly affect transport requirements 
.. "  ..  ~  .  ~  ~  ....  '  ,  .. 
in urban areas,  where  the  situation is frequently  very serious 
already.  But.it will also  co~cern iinks between  large  conurbations, 
..  ,,  y.  -?'  ·.:·:  .,  ';  .  •'  ' 
where  traffic flow,  speei and  comfort not  only need  to  be  increased 
on  the  most  crowdei routes,  but also account  must  be  taken of the 
desirable  development  of certain economic  centres. 
.  '  ~  .  ,_ 
Faced with these  new  requirements,  the  existing transport 
'  '  '  •  oP  '  ::..  •  ~ 
facilities present numerous  inadequacies  and  deficiencies or are 
-.e6et  by serious  proble~·s·.  it· is  thus  essential to  r·~sort to 
~·  . .  '  ~ 
new  methods,  either by  improving present transport facilities 
.  .' 
or by  develo'i;>ing  new  fac:t:''  .. ities to  replace  or supplement 
..  .  1 
'Research and  new  .deveJ.opm.ent~ seem  ther-efore  of major 
'•  . 
importance •  partic.uiarly since  the  state·· c;;f  technological - 4o  -
knowledge  indicates a  wide  range  of possibilities in respect 
of several basic principles:  suspension  (air cushion,  magnetic 
fields,  perpendicular suspension),  propulsion  (turbines, 
linear induction),  energy  sources  (fuel  batte~y),  control of 
missiles  (intervention of radar,  sonar,  infrare1 rays;  use 
of electronics). 
Although it is  extremely desirable  that  new  ideas  whould 
come  forth,  it is equally_necessary  to avoid  an  excessive 
number  of  concrete  developments  which  might  bring about  a 
waste  of efforts and  an  increased number  of results  for  which 
there  would  only  be  inadequate  outlets. 
This  explains  the  relatively ljmited scope  of the pro-
posals  made,  four  of  w~~ch  ~ela~a to  preliminary studies. 
One  of these  oo:g.cerns  .~t~~.a  expected evolution  of passenger 
transport between  the  major  European  conurbations,  while  the 
other three  cover  concrete points.  Four  other suggestions 
are also  put  forward  but  have  so·far only been  gone  into 
very summarily. 
While  the  proposed projects  do  indeed satisfy urgent  needs, 
they  only  cover  some  of  the  present problems  in the  field  of 
European  transport.  Urban  transport,  for  instance,  merely 
forms  the  subject  of suggestions  to  be  looked  into at a  later 
date  while  problems  which  must  be  solved are  critical in all 
European  countries,  the  need  for cooperation having  been 
shown  with regard  to  several aspects of this question. 
It there·fore  seems  essential that  the  work  started should  be 
continued,  so  that  cooperation may  be  organized every  time it 
proves  necessary or even  only useful. '. 
- 41  .. 
Fiel~l Transport 
Project 30:  ELECTRONIC  TRAFFIC  AIDS  ~~~-~~ 
1. Nature  of Erojeot: 
Development  of a  comprehensive  system of traffio 
aids on  motorways  and  on  major  roads  in  towns. 
Public service activity (traffic aids system); 
2.  Objectiv~~: 
- development  of the  system involves: 
- studies  (systems analysis,  simulation,  signalling, 
profitability);. 
- research and  development  on  new  equipment  (data collection) 
-standardization operations  (signalling). 
The  object of the proposed system is to bring  about~ 
- Improvements  of road  e·~:tety,  the  majority of.  accident.s 
on  the  motorways  occur:r:~Dg as a  z:esult  of collisions by  ..  .  ,.. 
vehicles travelling in the  same··· clirection  ;· 
- Improveme·n:t  iil the· smoofh  flow  of traffic; 
- General  improvements  in  safe'ty~  .. smooth  flow  of traffic 
and .  the  use·: of  motorways  ~ 
}~  Adv~rit~g~·of'ooo~e~a~i~n 
..  .  ,  .. 
.  .,  .. .  ~ 
' \  .... ' j  ~ .  ~  ~· . 
l'.  •  .  '. 
- Similar situation and .sim.ila.r .Problems  to be  reso·lved 
~  •  ~  •  '  •  •  •  :  '  •  0  :  •  • 
in the  var.ious  coup.tri~.~  .;.  . 
'  ~  .  '  :  '  '  ' 
:.;.  Interpenetration of road traffic from  one  country  t.o 
·-:No  solution  pos~ihie without  standardizat~on; 
~·Need to.offer' equipment ·as  cheaply as possible 
··through mass  pr'oduction; 
. -· Research  air~ady  o~r~ied. out  in  ~ertain member.  col,:!.ntries 
··, 
.··.:···. 
:' .  ~ '  ~  :  .  \. 
: ~  . .  ~.  ·:· 
..  '  ..  .  ~. 
·'·  ..  ,, 
r·  ..  :·:. - 42  -
4.  Programming and  supervision of project 
(a)  programming  carried out  by  a  coordination group,  which 
will have  to  be  set up  as  soon as  the project is 
launched;  this is because  research is being undertaken 
in certain member  countries on  a  number  of aspects of 
an integrated system,  which  must  therefore  be  taken 
into account  for  the purpose  of  the  new  research.  It 
is also essential to have  a  unified design,  the  desired 
result being a  single  system. 
The  coordination group  will consult  the appropriate 
manufacturers  during the  development  of the  system. 
Whenever  the  research  concerns  new  equipment,  manu-
facturers  will be  closely associated in the group's 
work. 
(b)  Supervision  ~f work 
This will be  carried out  by  the  coordination group. 
5. Performance  of research 
- Studies:  carried .out  in the  public services'  (road 
research)  laboratories  (or  centres). For  each  study or 
group  of~etudies a  main  lab~raio~i will be  appointed, 
which will work in codperation with others·(researchers 
being seconded,  if necessary,  to. the  main  laboratory). 
- Research  and  development  on  new  equipment:  determination 
of types  of  equipment  will be  followed  by  selection of 
the  enterprises to  be  responsible  for  development  of 
prototypes.  The  experimental  work  on  prototypes,  as  on 
the  signalling and profitability studies,  will  be  performed 
by  the  main  laboratories  (on  motorway  sections already 
chosen  for  the  purpose  in Germany,  France  and Italy). 
As  regards  certain high-cost  types  of equipmenti 
there are  two  possible alternative  courses  for  the  designing 
and production of prototypes: 
setting up  a  European  consortium in order to enable  the 
industries of the  various  countries to participate and  to 
ensure access  to  the  various  markets; - 43  -
awarding  the  contract  to  an enterprise in a  participating 
country,  it being  underst~od in either  case  that the 
production  run  would  be  long  enough  to make  for reduction 
of costs  (cf.  size  of market  and size of enterprise). 
In -the  case  of low-cost  equipment,  it will be  suffioien~ 
to lay  down  uniform  speci~ioations; contracts  could  be 
awarded  and production  carried out  within a  national  frame-
work. 
6.  Industrial utilization of research results 
- The  joint invitation to  tender  for prototypes  and  the 
influence  of the  large  market  on  the  lowering  of  costs 
ef some  types  of equipment  (certain  de~ectors,  for 
instance)  makes  it necessary to group  government  orders 
in certain cases. 
-For the  production and marketing' of ·high-cost  equipment, 
groupings  of firms  may  be  recommended  (cf.  Section 3  above). 
7.  Financing and  cost 
-Value of project:  about  1,200,000 u.a. 
- Type  of  financins:  definitive  financing  grom  public  funds, 
except  for  certain new  types  of equipment,  in which  case 
the  R & D will be  financed  by  industry. 
- Case  for  joint  government  financing,  where  called for: 
Such  financing is necessary: 
- for  the studies,  in view of the  fact that inetitutes 
will be  working  in association with a  main  labor~tory, 
and  in particular seconding researchers.  If a  study 
were  to be  undertaken  by  one  institute only,  there 
would  be  a  case  for having it financed  by  an  individual 
count~y. However,  for  the  purposes  of overall coordina-
tion of the  project,  this type  of financing  - of an 
exceptional nature  in the  present instance  - does  not 
appear  desirable; 
- for research on  certain types  of equipment  (where  the 
R & D would  not  be  financed  by  industry),  the  fact  that 
a  joint call for  tenders ia to  be  issued necessitates 
financing  on  a  joint basis. - 44  -
8. Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
9.  Links  with other projects,  classification 
The  PREST  group  decided  (see  doc.  of 9.7.69)  to 
merge  part of project 37  with project 30 so  as  to  have 
a  comprehensive  project for  an electronic aid system 
for  road traffic,  ur•an areas included. 
On  the  other hand  the  group  decided  to take  the 
part concerning  the  vehicle-mounted  equipment out  of 
project 30 and  make  it the  new  project 37,  but  without 
lowering its classification. 
Classification:  A. .. 
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Field:  New  Means  of  Transpor~ 
P:roject 31:  STUDY  OF  ELECTROMAGNETIC  "LIFT"  TECHNOLOGY 
FOR  GUIDED  MEANS  OF  TRANSPORT 
1.  Nature  of project 
Assessment  ofthe possibili'ties of electromagnetic "lift" 
(su~tentation)  for  guided  means  of transport. 
2.  Objectiv  ..  ~ 
Electromagnetic "lift" may  -.e  a  technical  eomp·onent · 
permitting high speeds  over  long distances and offering 
'  .  .  •'  t 
numerous  advantagas.fo~ urban  transpor~·(cemfort, no ·nu1sances). 
Since  none  of the  Member  States has  gone  far·enough  with 
work  on  t;Q.is  ... principle,'. the. proposed~.projeot aims· at determining 
the advantage,  the  nature  and  the  extent of the research and 
development  required. 
3•  Advantage  of oooperation 
- The  investigation of this principle  being  something  new) 
cooperation  would  enable  research to  be  fully effective. 
- Cooperation starting at this preliminary stage  would 
facilitate  the  subsequent selection of the  best techniques 
to be  adopted  for  high speeds and  for  collective urban 
transport. 
Certain non-European  countries are  conducting extensive 
research on  this principle  (Japan  in particular). - 46  -.. 
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Field:  New  Means  of ·'.Pr:a;?-sPort  .... · .............  ····· .........  ·· 
Project  3~: §JUDY. OF  A MARINE  HOVERCRAFT  OF  13000-
2,000 TONS 
1.  Natu~e of  ~r~ject 
Preliminary study of  a~,& D project  to  be  decided 
upon  later in the  light of the  study  findi~gs. 
•  ~~  '' •  ~ '•  I  .  ' 
This :project is mainly of industrial interest by 
reason of its possible -extens·ion  to  i-ndustry'  (R  &  D project); 
it is also. of general inter.eeft  to. the  extent that buyers  of 
the  future _}?.overcraft  w.ill  be  companies_: op~ra~ing regular 
The  advantage'of using  marin~ hovercraft  for  ferry 
tr~ffic is considerable in  view.ot  th~'speeds to be  expected 
·and the  present-day·a~d future  traffic between  the  islands 
and  the  Continent of  ~-~~-op.a  .. ~- ~  ..  ~~- .~!l.i~  ...  :t:r.a~fi_o  ,.  however,  o:raf't 
in.t~e  reg~on of .20q0  metric  tons  ar.e  necessary and present 
techniques .involving th  .. e  air cushion .  cannot  be :used  beyond 
~· 
300 metr.ic .tons. 
The  project en-visage·d  consists. im  carrying  a.,_t  a 
preliminary study;  subjsct·to the  study. firidings,  a  decision 
·to  pu-t  in hand a.project for ·research and· development  of one 
or  more  prototypes  would  be :taken  late~~ The  purpose  of the 
preliminary study in.  ques.tion .i.s  ~o  o.~t~in:.  ...  '  '  '. 
1 •  a  definition  c:a·  ·'main' 'J?arameters  ~ ... an-d  on  the basis thereof 
an asses·sment  of ·the  possib.le cost; 
2.  market  stu~y,; 
3.  a  feasibility study;_ - 48  -
3.  Advantage  of cooperation 
- Very substantial traffic needs  between  islands and  the 
Continent. 
- Techniques  already  dev~loped for  hovercraft under  300 
metric  tons,  but  could be  stretched to higher tonnages. 
- Research already undertaken  in· the  United States onhover-
craft of 2000-4000  metric  tons  and  consequently  danger  of 
non-European  competition in future. 
- Concentration of the  necessary means,  with  due  allowance 
for  the  scope  of the  final project. 
4.  Programming  and  supervision of project 
(a)  programming  will be  undertaken  by  a  coordination group 
on  the  basis of preliminary projects submitted  to it by 
firms,  possibly combining  for  the  purpose,  and,  if 
necessary,  by national centres  or institutes; 
(b)  the  work  will be  supervised by  the  coordination group. 
5. Performance  of research 
This will  be  done  in industry,  and if appropriate 
in national institutes or  centres,  the  study aeing  compiled 
by  the  firms  mainly  concerned,  in collaboration with  one 
or more  national institutes or centres as  well as  with users. 
A main institute or  centre  will have  to  be  appointed,  either 
from  among  the  national institutes or centres  or  from  among 
the  enterprises  concerned. 
6.  Industrial utilization of results 
- from  the  preliminary studies stage,  the  grouping  of enter-
prises must  foreshadow  the  consortium which,  at the  R & D stage, 
will be  commissioned  to  construct  the  prototypes  (possibly 
through  the  agency of a  joint subsidiary); 
- at  the  marketing stage,  the  combining  of government  orders 
must  be  considered wherever  companies  under  the  control of 
a  public authority are  concerned. - 49  -
7.  Costs  and  finan~: 
-Value of project:  1,200,000  ~.a.,  divided up  as  fo11ows: 
(1)  Preliminary draft project,  including· some  tests in water 
tanks  (200,000 u.a.). 
(2)  Technical  feasibil~ty study,  including more  searching 
tests with  small-scale models  in order. to  determine  the 
systems  to  be  adopted  (1,000,000 u.a.). 
These  two  stages are  connected and  the  passage  from  one  to 
the  other is amtomatic.  The  market  study is included in the 
total sum. 
- Either  joint government  financing  of part cf  the project 
only,  the rest being.done  by  industry,  or  joint government 
financing  for  the  entire project,  but  with provision  for 
repayment  of a  portion of the  funds  employed.  (In either 
case,  government  financing  would  irrevocably cover  the 
entire project if the  findings  from  the  study were  such as 
to  mean  abandonment  of the  R & D project,) 
- Joint  government  financing in  one  form  or the  other is 
necessary having regard to  the  follewing  facts:. 
- at study level,  the  right  which  the  Community  must  have 
to  make  a  choice  with respect  to  other fast marine  trans-
port techniques.  (The  results of the  study will have  to  be 
taken  as  the  factors  on  the  basis of which  the  Community 
will be  able  to  decide  in  favour  of a  particular technique.) 
- at  R & D project level,  the overall scope  of  the  undertaking 
(construction of prototypes).  At  this stage,  however,  the 
results  of  the  study will  make  it possible  to  determine  the 
proportion in which  the  market  conditions  would permit in-
corporation of the  R & D expenses  in the  selling price; 
depending  on  these  findings,  it might  be  possible to arrange 
simply  for  jointly financed repayable  credits  to  be  opened, 
which  would  go  hand in hand  with  the  combining  of public 
contracts. - 50  -
-8.  P~!:"t ici;pa  tion  ..  ~f--=..~:.£.ember  _co:..tn tries 
Desirable,  in particular in respect of Great 
Britain~  which  has  developed a  marine  hovercraft  of up 
to 300 metric  tons. 
9~  Classification 
-classification  Ao 51  -
?.!:£..iect  3~:  FORVV!:..RD  STUDY  OF  Pf  .. SSENGER  TRi.N:SPORT 
BETiJEEN  LL.RGE  CONURB.t.TIONS 
1~  N~ture of  E!oject 
This will consist  of an  analysis  of the requireuents  with  a 
view to defining the  possible  uses  of new  methods  and  techniques 
for  high-speed  collective transport  between  large European 
conurbations. 
2.  Objectives  - -
On  the  basis of  an  analysis  of the  demand  likely in  1985  and 
2000  and  with  due  allowance  for  developments  in the  field  of 
transport,  determination of: 
- possible  techniques; 
- possibilities for  R.  & D; 
- desirable  trends  at  Community  level. 
Final  objective:  the  drawing  u~ of  a  Community  R & D  policy 
in respect  of the  new  techniques  in the  field  of transport  applied 
to  links between  large  conurbations. 
Links  between large  conurbations  aan  only be  studied  on  a 
multinational  scale  (international links at least as  important 
as those  existing within  a  national  framework). ~  .  . .. 
- 52  -
Project  33 
The  conclusions  drawn  in the  proposed  study  must  make  it possible 
to  map  out  the  course  of ressarch  and  the  choice  of techniques 
appropri~te for  European  networks. 
Study  to  be  carried  out  by  the  OECD.  Subsequent  procedure  to 
be  defined. 
- 200 '000 u .a."; 
- two  or  throe  yec.rso 
Desire.ble, 
7•  £l~~?J2.:.£atiun 1  additional  rerrarks  and  linl.ts  with  other  project~ 
Classification A. I  .. 
1.  Nature  of  proj~ 
- 53  -
STUDY  OF  CLOSED-CIRCUIT  GAS  TURBINES 
FOR  USE  ON  Ri..IL.viAYS  ~ 
Technical  and  economic  feasibility study  (in  ~articular 
comparison  with  the  open.-ci::·cuit  gas  turbine) o 
2.  £12.1~tive  ...  ~ 
.  Research  on  tu~b6t~ains has  until now  been restricted to  the 
use  of  open-circuit  turbines  (aeronautics).  The  closed-circuit 
gas  turbine  (helium)  would  offer the  following advantages  over  them: 
- elimination  of air pollution and  reduction  of noise; 
- improved  performance; 
reduced  maintenance  costs  and  longer  service life; 
- high reliability; 
3.  ~dvantaee of  q~ope~[~~ 
- This  is research  into something which  is new  to all European 
countries,  since  only the  OI&n-circuit  gas  turbine  has  been 
developed until nowo 
- In  view  of  the  high  cost  of development,  cooperation  makes  it 
possible  to concentrate  the  available  means  and  spread  the risko 
- All railway  companies  ~re  aiming at high  speeds  an1  would.  therefore 
be  interested in the results obtained. - 54  -
To  be  definedo 
C0st  qnd  timeec~lA  _  ..  ---·--~-.-.  ................ -
50,000  u~a.  over  two  years. 
Desirable, 
Classificati8~ ~. Fiel.£_: 
- 55  ;.  ~ ·. 
Ne~ Means  of Transpcrt 
\_ 
Er.o;je9t  2_.2:  RESE.t\RCH  AND  DEVEL0Pl'1ENT  WORK  ON  THE 
LINElj.R  INDUCTION  MOTOR 
The  question  of the  linear  induction  motor  is an  important  one 
and its examination  must  be  taken  up  again subsequently with a  view 
to  determining whether  cooperative  action is desirable. 
2.  Object~ 
The  linear induction  motor  constitutes a  means  of propulsion 
possessing remarkable  advantages: 
- outstanding acceleration and  braking power; 
ability to propel vehicles whilst retaining perfect  grip; 
-very high reliability (no  moving parts); 
- no nuisances  (silent); 
However,  certain aspects need  to be  better known  so as to 
improve  the  performance  and  power.  Also,  it has  so far  been  use~ 
for  relatively low speeds  (urban  transport 1  travelling cranes);  the 
use  of the  linear meter  for  high speeds  should therefore  be  studied. 
3.  ~~vantage of  cooperation 
Research  carried  out  in several European  countries  on  various 
aspectso 56  -
Er  o j e c  t~.-22. 
Similar advantages  in  improving collective urban  transport along 
the  lines  made  possible  by  the linear motor. 
- Ccncentration of the available  me~ns to utilize this  new  principle 
and  an  easier selection of the  most  interesting practical resultso 
- Possibility of  obtaining cheaper  material  throug!1  the  mass 
prodection  made  possible  by  a  vast  market. 
4.  M~~ods of  oEeratiol}. 
To  be  defined. 
5.  p~and  timesca*~ 
To  be  defined. 
6.  f~~~icip~~n~~f non-member  countnies 
Desirable. 
7.  ~sBifica~ion, additional rcma~~~~th  other  p~o~!~ 
Classification B. - 57  -
Fie1~:  New  Neans  of  Transp~i 
Project 36:  AUTOMATION  OF  OPERATION  OF  SHIPFING 
1.  Nature  of_Eroject 
Research  on  full automation  in the  control of ships  and 
shipping,  carried out  by  means  of apparatus  on  board  and  infra-
structure  on  land. 
2.  .Q..bjectiJe~. 
Rational distribution of shi.ps,  taking into account  the  density 
and  conditions of traffic in busy areas  (improved safety). 
- Direct  management  of ships  by their companies  (increased profit-
ability) • 
•  Improvement  of working  conditions  on  board  and  of  crew's productivityo 
3.  ii.dvantage  of  cooperetti£!! 
- IncreRsed  competitive  power  for  European  shipping companies  and 
shipyards. 
- Introduction of one  system only and  most  economical  production of 
equipment. 
4.  Methods  of  oEera~~~ 
To  be  defined. - 58  .. 
Cost  and  timescale  .....,,.............,....  ..............._  ....... 
To  be  defined. 
6.  ~£.t,?.cipation  __ of non-member  coun_t~ 
Desirable(; 
Classification B" - 59 
~£:  New  me~~-2! tra_!!:mort 
~1:oject ;z·;  VEHICLE-MOUNTED  DEVICE  TO  REGULhTE  THE  GAP  BETV~EN 
VEHICL.I!;S 
1.  ~re  of  ~rojec~: 
- public-service activity (traffic aids) 
preliminary feasibility study  on  technical  and  economic  aspects$ 
2.  Qbjective~: 
The  study is to  lead to: 
- either specifications  for  a  device  whose  introduction  on  the  market 
would  be  encouraged  subsequently 
- or the  launching of a  R & D programme. 
In either  case,  it is a  matter  ot developing  a  vehicle-mounted  device 
to regulate  the  spacing between vehicles,  particularly on  busy  motor-
way  sections. 
With this device  the  safety and  flow  of traffic  on  motorways  would  be 
improved  generally,  as  the  majority of accidents  on  such roads  are  due 
to pile-ups  of vehicles  following  one  another. 
3.  Advantage  of  co9Eer~tio~: 
same  situation and  same  problems  in the  different  countries 
- interpenetration of road  traffic  from  country to country 
- need to  market  the devices at the  lowest  possible  price  by  means  of 
mass  production. 
4.  PJ:~Eramming and  supervision of pro  j e.£!: 
(a)  Programming will  be  carried  out  by  a  coordination group. 
As  it is a  case  of research  on  new  equipment,  the  manufacturers 
will·be  closely associated with  the  work  of·the  group. 
(b)  The  work  will be  superVised  by the  coordination group. - 60  .. 
- Studies:  carrie1  out  in the  public services'  (road research) 
laboratories  (or  centres)e  A  main  laboratory would  be  appointed, 
which  would  work  in association with  others  (researchers being 
seconded,  if necessary,  to  the  main  laboratory). 
- R~sea££~~~~oEme~.of  new  equipment:  determination  of types 
of new  equipment  will be  followed  by selection,  on  a  joint-tender 
basis,  of the  enterprises  to  be  responsible  for  development  of 
prototypes. 
6.  ,E~~~~g_~tion  o.f  resea_£.0.£  :r~~ul  ts 
The  objective  being  to  market  a  device  at the  lowest  possible  cost 
(in order to facilitate its adoption  by users),  groupings  of enterprises 
may  be  recommended.  Such  groupings  could  be  encouraged  only at the 
prototype  construction stage,  as  production in this case  cannot  enjoy 
the  advantage  of combined  government  orders. 
yalue  of  £rOje~.:  7001000 u.a. 
- !IEe  of financing: 
- for  the  preliminary  stu~y, definitive  financing  from  public  funds; 
- for  the  R  & D on  the  vehicle-mounted  device,  financing by  industry. 
However,  financing would  be  from  repayable  public  funds  should it 
be  necessary to  have  prototypes  constructed and  to  experiment  with 
them  in  order to decide  on  a  type  of device. 
Such  financing is necessary: 
- for  the  studies,  in view  of  the  fact  that  institutes will be  working 
in association with  a  main laboratory,  and  in particular seconding 
researchers; 
- for  the  equipment,  if it is necessary to construct  several prototypes 
and  make  a  choice  among  them. - 61 ..  -
9.  ~sificat!2!!.:  category.A 
The  version of project  37  given  in the  PREST  group's report 
was  classed in category B.  Its_object  was  to  devi~e a 
data-collecting system to control the ··flow ··of'·"~otor  traffic 
in urban  areas. · 
The  PREST  group later decided  {cf  •.  compiement~~Y documents)  to 
transfer that  project  37  to project  301 ..  ~?.  ~~  ... t.o  have  a 
comprehensive  project  for  an  electron~c  ~ids _system  for road  - ,.  .  .  ' 
traffic, urban  areas  included. 
On  the  other hand,  the  group decided  to withdraw the  section 
dealing with the  vehicl:e-mount·ed ·device·  froin project  30 and 
make  it .the. new  ·prpject· 37,· withou·t  lowering its classificatio;;.-..., 
10 •..  Links  with  other  proje:c·;ts:  with  projec-t .30• Field:  New  Means  of Transport 
Project 38:  RESEi~RCH ON  THE  USE  OF  ELECTRIC  VEHICLES 
IN  URBis.N  AREAS 
1.  Nature  of project 
Systematic analysis of the  conditions  for  the  introduction of 
electric vehicles in urban  areas. 
2.  Objectives 
ht first,  electric vehicles  could  only  be  used  in  urban  areas, 
their range  of action  - on  the  basis  of an  ac-cumulator  as  a  source 
of energy  - being very limited.  The  problems  presented by nuisances 
and  congestion requiring urgent  solution in  urban  areas,  the  use  of 
electric vehicles in cities should  be  assessed  and  encouraged. 
3.  Advantase_£f  cooperation 
Similarity and  urgency  of  the  problems  to be  solved  in  member 
countries. 
- Research  and  development  work  already undertaken  by several 
industrial  companies in the  member  countries enable  the  chances  of 
introducing an alectric vehicle  to  be  evaluated. 
- The  need  for  coordinated regulations  to encourage  the  widespread 
use  of electric vehicles. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
To  be  defined. 63  -
Project  38 
.. 
..  ~ •  •  .... .,...  ~- •..a.  0  ...  - ~ ...  ~ 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
To  be  defined. 
6.  Particiuation  of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
Classification B. 
_,,  •  .., ..  ,~  ....  ~....~ ......  1.......  ~-.. ~. 
I  •;. - 64  -
4 •  OCEANOGRAPHY 
Oceanography is a  field  in full process  of  development.  l1.fter 
a  long  time  during  which  this discipline  was  considered as  being 
scientific research ,of  purely academic  interest,  providing at most  a 
few  results which  might  be  of use  to fisheries  and  maritime  navigation, 
attention is now  being  concentrated  on  the  immense  resources to  be 
found  in  the  ooeanc  This  increased  awareness,  promoted  by intensive 
prospection  for  oil in the  neighbourhood  of coasts,  and  by  the  world's 
growing need  for  food,  has led  many  countries to become  more  and  more 
interested in this field. 
The  United States,  and  to  a  lesser degree  the  USSR,  have  adopted 
increasing  sums  to oceanography during recent  years,  and  have  decided 
to  i~crease these  sums  substantially in the  years  to  come.  In 
comparison  with these  two  countries,  and  particularly with  the  former, 
European efforts in this respect are still very modest.  Thus  for 
1968 it can  be  estimated that Europe's  ext,enditure  was  of the  order 
of 50 million dollars,  compared  with  500  million dollars  for  the 
United States.  Several Community  countries  have  in fact  taken 
account  of this disparity in drawing  up  medium-term  orientation 
programmes. 
Inasmuch  as  the  sector  concerned is relatively new  and  work is 
on  a  geographical  terrain  open  to all nations, it certainly seems 
that  this field is a  favoured  one  for  international cooperation. 
Furthermore,  international bodies  concerned  with  oceanography are 
fairly numerous,  but real joint projects are still on  a  very small 
scale,  being mainly limited to  scientific research. 
It may  be  felt  that the  final  objective is  re~£>Onable  explo!~atio!};,, 
of the  ocean's  resource~.  The  aim  of this exploitation should  be  to 
procure,  under  economically satisfactory conditions,  the  natural • 
- ~5 .-: 
resources  which  we  are in need  of,  but  exploitation should  be  of a 
•  {.>  ..  •  •,  _. 
reasonable  kind  in order  to  avoid careless waste  or resources which 
are not  r·e~~~able  (petroleuD,  mine.ra.l  ore~,· etc.)  or .of which natural  . 
~  "  ....  .. 
renewal  runs  the risk of being seriously disturbed,  or  even halted, 
by unfortunate  measures  (destruction of marinefauna  and  flora by 
pollutants). 
Essential lines of action  may  be  ~s -follows: 
-actions of general interest,  aimed at a  better basic  knowledge  of 
marine  phenomena  and  protection against  pollution-; 
- technological actions in preparation  for  exploitation  of natural 




The  two  types  of action  must  go  tog.ether •·  Although  oceano-
graphical research is already' of  long st'anding' 'the  field to  be 
explored is so  wide  and  the difficulties ·invoived. in this exploration 
so  great that  the basic knowledge  is still ~ot nearly sufficient  to 
allow full-scale  exploitation of the  oceans to be  undertaken~  On 
the  other hand,  even  before  exploitation of oceanic resources is 
undertaken, it is absolutely essential to  avoid  disturbing,  perhaps 
irreversibly,  the  conditions of life in the  oceans.  It would  be 
ridiculous  to  wait  for  some  great  catastrophe  before  deciding upon 
action  which  can  only really be  effective if it is undertaken  by 
as large  a  number  of countries as possible.  But  these  projects of 
general interest will  only be  fully effective if they do  in fact 
open  the  way  to a  programme  of exploitation of resources,  this 
programme  being  on  a  sufficiently large  scale to  justify its being 
launched  on  a  cooperative basis.  The  exploitation of marine 
resources will necessitate the  development  of new  equipment.  The - 66  -
of new  equipment.  The  development  of information  science  and  new 
sources  of  .en~rgy will lay  open  very wide  technological  possibilitiec 
in this respect,  but  at the  same  time  very substantial  expenditure 
will be  called  for. 
In this respect,  the  present  proposals  in no  way  provide  a 
satisfactory reply.  We  have  limited  ourselves  to a  few  proposals 
for action of general  inter~st,  but  this is because it will  only be 
possible to  put  forward  projects of a  technological nature  when  the 
precise  objectives of,exploitation _of  natural resources  have  been 
defined.  This  means  that  work  must  continue  in the  coming  months 
in order  to be  able,  in  a  few  months'  time,  to  put  forward  a 
programme  ~f oceanographical action which  is appropriate  to  the 
possibili~ies opened  in this field  and  to  what  has  already been 
done  by  various  foreign  countries. Project  40:  EST/l.BLISHHENT. OF  SCIENTIFIC  .AND  TECHNICAL 
BJ~4SES  FOR  CUMMUNITY  l1ELSURES  IN  THE  FIGHT 
~·,G/~INST  POLLUTION  OF  THE  S.8l  .. S 
1 0  ~~Ui~.!....Et£.~..£.t 
(a)  During  one  year~ regular  taking ofsamples  (water,  sediment, 
particles in suspension,  test  organisms)  in estuaries  of European 
·rivers (strategic points  of marine  pollution)  and  analysis 'of  these 
samples., 
(b)  Drawing  up  of  cont1ntious  measures  to  combat  and  control 
pollution of the  seas:  'information  on  the  sources  of pollution 
and  of  the  legal provisions  in force,  fixing  of  accep~able levels 
of toxicity,  studies  on  measures  of control. 
2e  ~}2jectives 
Establishment  of the  bases  for  standard legislation in  the 
fight  against  pollution of the  seas,  pro~ision·of safety measures 
to be  taken  in  the  event  of a  disaater. 
i~.dvcmtnge  of  coopernt:i.on 
--~..............  . .  .  ....... 
advnntace  of standard legisl.:i.tion.  Better  ~se~of the 
person!lel  and  facilities available  by  division  of labour. - 68  -
Pr_:~~~~t_4C: 
4 ,,  ,!2.~  j  S  _9 f  ~J2£!'.~~!_i  CD:. 
(a)  Taking  of samples  and  analysis  according to the  different 
criteriG in the  n~tion~l institutes and  ~t Euratom's Joint 
Reso~:~rch Centre  o 
(b)  To  be  determined. 
5 G  £osL.::tnJ.._i~§~:-<.}e 
(a)  Total ·cost  of  the  sampling  and  annlysis  c1.rr:i.ed  out  during  one 
yoar:  about  600i000 uaa4 
(b)  The  cost  of technical  measures  and  control  can  only  be  evaluated 
when  the  methods  of operation  have  been  fixed. 
6  c  f£rt  i c  iP.~.t  :i:££...2.L!19E.::ill..~.~!~ 
In  view  of  the  alluvial deposits  of the  Thames,  the  cooperation 
of British boiies is desirable. 
7.  2~53-ssific~t.ion  1  additional remarks  2:-!J...~.li~_!,~th other  project~ 
Cl~ssific~tion A 
~dditional remarks: 
Links  with  other  projects:  the  prop0sed  measur~are supplemented 
by  Projects  41  anj  420 
( !ie~:  Oceanograph~ 
,I_roject  41: 
69-
DEVELOPMENT  OF  i~.  DEVICE  FOR  ST1JDYING  THE 
DEGREE  OF  TOXIC+_TY  OF.DIFFERENT  POLLUTANTS 
ON  DIFFERENT  ORGhNISMq 
1.  !ature of  proj~i  _. 
Joint  development  of  a  devic~ for  stuqying  ~;. vitro the  degree 
of toxicity of different  substance~ on  different organisms.  Saint 
purchase  of the  device  by laboratories  (immediate  req~irement 15-20 
of these  devices). 
2.  Objectives 
Creation of the  conditions necessary for  acquiring  fundamentnl 
knowledge  of the  effect  of toxic  sub.~~ances on.  organ:isms.  Promotion 
of  technology~ 
3.  Advantage  ot_cooperatJ9.!! 
i~ollows  uniform measurements  which  might  be  used  in establishing 
uniform standards.  High  cost  of development. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
Joint  fixing  of specifications.  development  of  a  laborat~ry 
prototype  (in a  national institute),  development  contract  placed 
with  industry,  construction contract  placed  with industry. - ?C?  -
Efoject  41 
5.  Cost  and  time~ 
Development  of prototype 
- 1st  year:  200,000 u.a.; 
- 2nd  ye:1r:  200,000 -u .. a., 
- 3rd year:  100,000  u .a.; 
6.  P-3.rticiEiZtion  of non-member 
Desirable. 
countries 
7.  Qlassificatio!!.J.._additional remarks  and  links with  ot~er  P!:2J.~.,C.!..§, 
Classification A 
Additional remarks:-
Links  with  other projects:  development  of this device  is 
closely linked with Project  40. ...  71  -
Field:  Oceanograpaz 
Projec~:  DEVELOPMENT  OF  AN  i1PPl~.Rl~TUS  FOR  TOXIC,OLOGICi~L 
ilND  BIOLOGICAL  STUDIES.  If'J_.?;H~.:. f?~A  (UNDERSEA 
·ECQ.$_Tl~.T) 
,.  Nature  of project 
Deyelop_men.~  o.f. a  d~vice for  ..  cQntinuous ·meas.urip.g in sit!! of 
chemical  and  biological parameters  (at the  bottom··of. estuaries  and 
• •  •  ,.  •  •  •  '.  '  • •  Jl ••• ..,..  • ••  ,.  •  •  • '.  • ..  '~ ••  ..  •  ~ 
.  on  a. platform). 
This  device  is to be  used; 
-for toxioological.exam~nation under  conditions close to natural 
,,_ '  •  '' •  "''  '  ',,j,..,,,.,, •  •'' '"'"''  '  ••  ,. ·~  ..,.  •'  I  •  .,.  'o  •  ..  ",  ..  '•"' 
ones; 
...  for studies. o.f .the  accu-mulation  of toxic  ·sub.~~a~.c~s.  i.n  the  bi.ologic£tl 
•  •  ......  ~--.  '  ~- -~ ....  '  .... •  ....  •  •  ...............  •• 40  .. '.  ~  - -- '  ...  "  •  "  ~  •  •  •  -~"' •• 
food  chain; 
- for  telemetric investigation of the: pre.sent  sapriobiological 
situation d.n  the- sea. 
2. ·ObJectives 
To  acquire  fundamental  knowledge  of pollution  of the  sea. 
Promotion  of technology. 
3.  Advantage  of  cooperation 
Allows  uniform  measurements  which  might  be  used  in establishing 
uniform standards.  High  cost  of development. - 72  ... 
Project  4?. 
4.  Methods  of  operatic~ 
Joint  fixing of specifications,  development  of a  laboratory 
prototype  (in  a  national institute),  dev-el.opment  co~tra.ct  placed  with 
industry,  construction contract  placed with  industry9 
5.  f£st  and  timescale 
Development  of prototype:  about  three  years;  cost:  about 
500,000 u.a. 
6e  ~rticipation of non-member  countri~ 
Desirable. 
7~  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other.rrojects 
Classification A 
Additional remarks: 
·Links  with  other  projects:  development  of.this device  is 
closely linked with  Project 40 and  forms  part  of Project. 43 •.  ~ Field;  gceanogra~ 
Project  43: 
1.  Nature  of pr£ject 
- 73  -
SETTING  UP  OF  AN  OCEANOGRAPHICAL  AND 
METEOROLOGICAL  MEASURING  NETWORK  IN  EUROPEAN 
vVATERS 
Joint  developm~nt of a  complete  automatic  measuring station for  the 
making and transmission of oceanographical  and  meteorological  obser-
vations along the  coasts  and  in the  open  sea,  and  setting up  of an 
oceanographical  and  meteorolog:iical  measuring network in European 
waters  and  organization of  the  appropriate  land  services. 
2. ·  Objectives 
- Because  of the  facilities it will  offer  for recording  and  transmitting 
important  data,  the  measurement  network is of  general interest.  It 
will allow  of improving meteorological  forecasting,  safety in 
navigation  and  protection of the  coasts,  the  fight  against  pollution 
of the  sea and  fisheries research.  The  development  and  ccnstruction 
of an  automatic  measuring station will also serve  the  interests of  the 
industries operating in this sector. 
3.  ~~~~  of  cooperation 
(a)  Measufing station 
- ~eduction of the  cost  of development  through  elimination  of 
duplication; 
- reduction  of purchasing cost  through  large~scale ordering. 
(b)  Measuring network 
- a  single national measuring network  cannot  provide  the necessary 
information; 
- possible Community  participation in the  setting up  of a  world 
measuring network within the  framework  of IGOSSs 
4.  Progr$mming  and  supervision of  rrojec~ 
The  measuring network will  be  set  up in three  stages:  development 
of a  complete  automatic  oceanographic'al  measurement  station;  Instal-
lation of an  experimental network;'  installation of the  operational 
measuring network. - 74  -
In  order to  draw  up  the  programme  for  these  three  phases,  it is 
necessary to set  up  a  coordinQtion  group  which  will also have  to be 
responsible  for  supervising the  proper  use  of the  funds  made  avail&ble 
and,  if appropriate,  for  ensuring continuity of  the  work  on  development 
of the  measuring  station.  During  the  third  ph~se, it will also  be 
necessary to consult representatives  of industry. 
This  group,  underpinned  by  an  administrative  infrastructure  which 
would  be  as light as possible,  will  be  required to  carry out  the 
following  tasks at  the  various  phases: 
I.  Development  of  a  measuring station: 
Determination of the  technical  specifications for  the  constituents 
involved  in the  construction  of  a  measuring station and its 
accessory equipment,  with  due  allowance  for  the  specific environ-
mental  conditions.  Granting of development  contracts, 
financial  supervision and,  if necessary,  supervision  of the 
development  work. 
II.  Experimental network: 
Study and  selection  of  the  site and  of the  type  of measuring 
station and  experimental  network  instrumentation;  financial 
supervision. 
III.  Setting-up of a  measuring network  in European  waters: 
Determination,  coordination  and  supervision,  with  due  regard 
to the  experience  acquired  during  the  setting-up of the 
experimental  network,  of  the  necessary preparatory work  on 
the  setting-up of  an  operational  measuring network  from  the 
technical  and  organizational  standpointso 
5.  Perfo~~ 
I.  Development  of a  measuring  stationG 
The  measuring station will be  developed  by  the  building block 
system  and  equip1:ed·,  according to requirements,  with various 
elements  (measuring rrobes),  electricity sup1:::ly  rlant,  anchoring 
systems,  transmitting units).  The  development  work  will  be 
assigned  to  several  firms  in different  branches  of activity 
(electronics,  buoy  construction,  equipmei?-t  construction),  which, 
moreover,  will  be  able  to  combine  so  as  to  form  a  multinational 
consortium. 
The  development  contracts  may  be  awarded  on  the  basis  of tenders 
or  by  any  other appropriate  selection method.  They will be 
concluded  by the  coordination  group.  There  are  two  alternative - 75  .. 
procedures: 
..  Awarding  of  a  contract  for  th~ development  of a  complete  prototype 
automatic oceanographical  measuring station.  In _this  case,  the 
development  expenses  will  be.  ·borne  by the  principal.  The  ad,rant-age 
here  is that  the  principal will hp.ve  the  research results and  will 
subsequently retain  com:p.lete.  free_Q.om  in the  awardin,g  of production 
contracts,  with  du~ regard to geographical  dis~ribution.  The 
drawback  is that it will be  difficult  to  assess  the  amount  of the 
development  costs  (Hypothesis 1). 
- Awarding  of a  oontract  for  the  development  and  sur.ply at  a  fixed 
price  of 10 initial complete  automatic  oceanographical  measuring 
stations  for  the  setting-up of  an  experimental  network.  In this 
case,  the  development  costs will  be  included  in the  production 
costs.  The  advantage  here  is that  the principal will not  have 
to  contend  with  any development  risk ·'and  will  be  able  to  make  all 
overall assessment  of the  development  and  production  costs~  The 
drawback is that  he -will  be  more  dependent  on  the  stiprlier 
(Hypothesis 2). 
II.  Experimental netwo:k 
After having  examined  the  technical  and  financial  conditions  and  the 
organizational aspects'·  the  coordination group having programming, 
decision-making  and  super~isory powers will  commission either  an 
existing or  a  new  joint institute to set  up  an  experimental network, 
u~_ing the  jo~~~~~ developed  and  controlled measuring stationso  !n 
the  case  of Hypothesis  1:  Through  the  agency  of  the  coordinaticn  group 
having  powers .of  programming,  deoision-making  and  superviF3io.n,  a 
contract  for  the  suprly of 10 initial  measurin~ station~ for  the  setting-
up of  the. e.xp~rimental network  w-ill .pe  awarded  on  a  joint basis  (after 
an  invitation to submit  tenders  or  the  application of  __  any. other 
appro~riate selection method).  In  the  case  of  Hypothe~es 2  this 
contract  has already been  awarded  in stage  1. 
will  be  managed  by  the  institute in question. 
III.  Measuring  network  in European  w~ters 
T-he,rpeasuring network 
.  ...  -~. 
Hypothesis  1:  Either a-contract  will  be  awarded.oh  a  joint basis  or 
public calls for  tender, ·coordiba~ed between  the-vari6u~ countries,  will 
be  issued.  In  the  event  of a  contract  being awarded  on  a  joint basis, 
consideration  may  be  given. either to  the  firms  ~hich have-already 
'•  '  .,  ,.  .. 
carried  out  the  development  work  or  to other  enterpri_ses :having the 
necessary  q~alifications. 
Hypothesis  2:  A contract will  be  awarded  jointly for  the  supply of 
measuring stations for  the  setting-up of operational measuring network. - 76  -
The  contract will  be  concluded  with  the  firm  or  firms  which  hs.vc  al1· _  ··  ·~  · 
designed  and  constructed the  11  experimental network  measuring stations. 
Orders will  be  placed  (after an  invitation to  submit  tenders  or  the 
application of any  other  appropriate  selection  method)  for  the 
equipment  necessary for  organizing the  ap~L-~ropriate  land  services  (e  .. g. 
data processing plant).  Orders  for  equipment  to  be  used  jointly may 
be  awarded  at  Community level or,  subject to coordination,  at  the 
national level. 
After  the  measuring stations ordered  have  been  delivered,  the  measuring 
network will  be  installed and  the  ap~ropriate land  services  organicedo 
The  measuring network set  up  in European  waters will call for  the 
creation  of  a  permanent  agency  for  coordinating the  various parts  of 
the  ~etwork and  for  processing and  disseminating  the  recorded  measuring 
data. 
6.  £~dust£±al utilization of  the  research  findings 
~osts ~~~~ 
The  project will  be  financed  from  public resources. 
I.  Development  of measuring station: 
Hypothesis  1:  Joint  financing  of  the  develo:pment  of the 
prototype  measuring station  (more  than 500,000 u.a.). 
be  a  non-repayable  subsidy. 
II._  Setting-up of experimental  network: 
This  would 
Joint  financing  of the  setting-up of the  experimental  network 
(more  than  2,000,000 u&a.).  This  would  consist  in non-repayable 
subsidies  a  Joint  financing  of the  setting-up of  the  experimental 
network  management  expenses. 
III.  Setting-up  of operational  measuring network: 
joint  financing  of the  measuring network set  up  in Eurorean 
waters  and  of the  organization of the  appropriate  land services; 
- joint  financing  of the  measuring  network set  up  in European 
waters  and national-level  financing  of the  organization  of the 
appropriate  land  services; 
- national-level  financing  of these  parts  of the  network  which  are 
located off the  coasts  of each  country and  of the  organization 
of the  appropriate land services. 
Man~gement of the  measuring network  may  be  financed either at 
Community  level or at national level. 
84  Pa~~~£i£~~_£9~member countrie~: 
Desirable. - 77  -
9.  Links  with  other projects,  classification: 
Possible link later on  wit~ projec~  71  (meteorolog~c~l 
satellites:  question  of stations for  measurements  by satellite). 
Classification:  A. 
Field:  gceanography 
Project 44:  DEVELOPMENT  OF  AN  OCEANOGRAPHICAL  CHEMICAL 
SONDE 
1.  Nature  of the  project 
Development  of a  sonde  for  determining the  chemical  parameters 
of sea water. 
To  improve  knowledge  of the  importance  of dissolved  organic 
substances  for vital processes  in  the  sea.  Promotion  of technology. 
3·  Advantage  of  cooperatio~ 
Allows  uniform measures.  High  cost  of development. 
4.  ~ethods of  ope~12£ 
Not  yet  fixed. 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
Not  yet  fixed. 
6.  Participation of non-member  count~~ 
Not  yet  discussed. - 78  -
Project  44 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links  with  oj~r pr£j~t~ 
Classification B 
Additional remarks: 
Links  with  other projects:  this sonde  may  be  used  in  the 
oceanographical  measuring network  (Project 43). 
.. - 79 -
12:2_ject  45:  DEVELOPMENT:  OF  l~N  .·~,ppf~RA.TUS  FOR  JOINT 
SAMPLING  OF  THE  SEA  BED 
1.  N~ture of project 
Development  of an  apparatus.  for the  joint sampling. of marine 
soil. 
2.  Objectives 
To  improve  the  possibilities for  geological  prospection  of the 
sea bed. 
3.  Advantage  of  coo::eeration 
High  cost  of development. 
4.  Methods  of  OEeration 
Not  yet  fixed. 
5 ..  Cost  and  timescill  -
Not  yet  fixed. 
6.  ParticiEation of non-member  countries 
Net  yet  discussed. - 80  -
Project  45 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with other  project~ 
Classification  B 
Additional  remarks:  The  development  of this apparatus is linked 
with projects to  be  proposed later in the  field  of techniques  for 
exploiting the sea. 
Links  with other projects: - 81  .. 
5.  METALLURQ! 
The  availability at  economic  prices of materials with  a 
sufficient level  of certain physical,  chemical,  mechanical,  electrical, 
etc., properties is an  essential condition in the  development  of 
advanced  technology.  But  in studying subjects for research which 
would  be  worth  selecting in the  field  of metallurgy,  the  Working  Party 
came  up  against  a  double  difficulty in  the  sense  that their terms  of 
reference  did not  include  the  broad nuclea.r  ~nd spatial fields nor 
iron and steel making,  and  that until_now the  prospects  for  tech-
nological and  industrial development  have  not  been  fully studied  on 
a  Community level. 
This  did not,  however,  prevent  at attempt  being  made  to pick out 
possible subjects for research within  certain broad  outlines which 
seem to meet  consumers'  requirements  fairly rapidly.  From  the  time 
that the  work  was  begun  effective participation was  sought  from 
industry.  I~s  a  result  o.f  proper handling of problems relating to  the 
protection of industrial property rights and  prooedures  for  cooperation, 
industrial  concerns  showed  a  lively interest in the  cooperative  projects 
and  submitted  more  than  80  concrete  proposals within  a  few  weeks. 
Some  declared themselves ready to cooperate  even  further  provided that 
the  overall project  evolved  favourably. 
To  overcome  the difficulties raised by  the  procedures  for  carrying 
out  such  cooperative  projects,  the  Working Party has  considered it 
advisable  to submit  a  general proposal  in this field,  aimed at the 
setting up  of a  "combined  European  project";  work has  already begun 
on  this,  The  mainspring of this project  would  be  the  allocation,  on - 82  - the  recommendation  of a  joint European  body,  of national  funds  to 
national undertakings or laboratories. 
The  projects listed below,  the  carrying out  of  which  is urgently 
required  and  for  which  it seems  that  cooperation  can  easily be 
organized,  could therefore  serve  as  a  basis or  example  for  drawing  up 
the  programme  for  the  combined  European  scheme: 
- metals  and  alloys  for  gas  turbines.  The  market  for  these  machines 
for  use  in  the  production  of electrical energy  and  for  propulsion 
purposes,  both in the  Community  and  outside,  could be  considerably 
expanded if advanced  materials were  available  to enable  their 
performance  to  be  improved  considerably. 
- metals  and  alloys used  in the  construction of sea water  desalination 
plant.  Meeting  the  demand  for  fresh  water  for  human,  agricultural 
and  industrial needs  is already a  vital problem  in  certain regions  of 
the  Community  and in  many  developing  countries; 
materials  for  use  in the  manufacture  of large  items  of equipment 
(reaction tanks,  etc.) used  in  the  chemical  and  petrochemical 
industry; 
high performance  materials  for  electric and  electronic  engineering. 
The  limitation of the  proposals to  these  four  broad  outlines is 
the  result,  as has  been stated,  of the  desire  to  submit  only projects 
which are  of indisputable interest.  But  the  first  investigation  on 
which  has  already been  carried  out  with the  help  of industry and 
which  disclosed a  large number  of other subjects shows  that it would 
be  possible  to  submit  many  other proposals in respect  of  met~llurgy. - ·83  "" 
!!.ill:  !1,:tallurg;y; 
Project  20:  TECHNOLOGICJ~L STUDY  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF 
TITANIUM  l~.LLOYS  l~ND SUPERb.LLOYS  FOR  G.hS 
TURBINES 
1.  Nature  of pr9jeci 
- Technological studies aiming at: 
(a)  increasing the  insufficient reliability of the best  Ni  and  Co 
alloys recently developed; 
(b)  improving alloys  by  developing production and  shaping processes. 
~ Development  of new  alloys of the  "superalloy" type:  dispersion-
strengthened alloys  with  oriented structure  and  pseudo-fibrous 
texture. 
- Development  of titanium alloys  and  shaping processes. 
2.  Objectives 
Gas  turbines  constitute  a  means  of producing  energy  which is 
characterized by  a  high  powr/mass ratio and  is therefore  suitable  for 
mobile  use,  e.g.,  in aeronautics,  ships,  trains,  commercial road 
vehicles.  The  ease  with  which  they can  be  started  up  also  makes 
' 
:' 
them  particlarly suitable  for  supplying  peak  demands  for electrical 
•  t.  1'  ,. 
energy.  Their  output,  howev~r, which  is linked with the  temperature 
...,  '. 
of  the  heat  ~ource, which is at  present  only 850°G 1  could  be  irnproved 
by  about  5~fo  by raising the  operating temperature  to 1,4o0°C. - 84  -
Project 50 
The  field  of application  of  gas  turbines would  then  be  extended 
considerably to  include all types  of energy-producing machines, 
including large electric  power  stations. 
This  progress is entirely dependent  on  materials  whose 
characteristics are  at  present  insufficient  for  the  operating 
temper~tures contemplated.  The  major  part  of the  research  and 
,lsvelopment  on  this subject  is being done  by  countries  outside 
the  Community,  in particular the  USA  and,  on  a  smaller scale, 
Britain.  Europe  cannot  depend  on  outside  countries in such  a 
vital field,  nor  can  it avoid  a  problem  which is so  important  to 
its industrial and  economic  future.  Superalloys,  for  this purpose, 
0  can  be  used  at  up  to 1,000-1,100 C  for  long periods. 
ii.ll  European  countries  are  devoting  n.  certain amount  of research 
to  these  advanced  materials.  The  small  size  of the  national  markets 
is such that it is impossible  even  to  conduct  enough  research to 
prevent  the  gap  between  each  of these  countries and  the  technologically 
advanced  outside  countries,  from  where  almost  all innovations  in this 
field  have  come,  from  widening  even  further.  These  various studies 
have  the  further  disadvantage  that  they partly overlap  one  another. 
European  cooperation,  with  the  work  being spread  out  over 
several countries,  is the  only  means  of  improving  the  return  on  the 
outlay  on  research in  each  country  and  of accelerating technological 
developments  in the  Community. Project  50 
The  long-duration high"·t.emperature trials required far  exceed 
the  capacity of  the  largest  J.aboratories;  in order  to  make  rapid 
advances  the  work  must  be  divided  up  between  several  countries  and 
the results pooled. 
4.  Methods  of  opera!i££ 
To  be  specified within the  fr,amework  of combined  European · 
action.  The  work  is to .be  ~ndertaken mainly by industry,  possibly 
backed  up  by .t:P.e.  ~e~~a.rch centres .and  universitieso 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
hn  amount  of the  order  of 12,000,000 u,a.  seems  reason&ble  for 
a  five  year  programme. 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
·l 
Desirable. 
'  '.,  '  ~· 
7•  Classifi~ation 2  additional remarks. and  links with  other projects - 86  -
Field:  ~~tallmrg~ 
~roject 51:  DEVELOPH:ii:NT  OF  FIBRE-REINFORCED  H/l.T3RI.:-~.LS 
FOR  G.rl.S  TURBINES 
1.  Nature  of project 
- Development  of  fibres with  a  high melting point. 
- Study of the  binding of fibres  with  the  matrix  and  their 
compatibility with  it~ 
- Development  of reliable  composite  materials  capable  of functioning 
continuously in gas  turbines  at  temperatures of the  order  of 
o· 
1 ,200 c. 
2.  .2£jectives 
Cf.  Project  50. 
Fibre-reinforced materials  combine  the  remarkable  mec~anical 
properties of fibres,  single  crystals or  whiskers  with  the  character-
istics of the  matri~ in  which  they  are  distributed&  In  a.different 
field; the.  use  of these  materials  may  offer the  same  advantages  as 
those  gained  from  the  change-over  from  simple  mortar  and  concrete 
to reinforced  and  subsequently prestressed concretee 
Being  a  new  family  of products,  fibre-reinforced  materi~ls 
are  intended  for  use  over  a  very  wide  range  of temperntures. Project  21 
3.  .l~dvantage of  coo~!:!lli!l 
Cf.  Project  50. 
Little  work  has  been  done  on  these  materials  .in  Community 
countries.  A  few  brilliant ·successes  by  outside  countries -
.  ....  '•  '  '.  ; 
plastics reinforced with  glass or  carbon  fibres  - have  caused 
several research  centres to  become  interested in the  problem. 
Before  proceeding to the  industrial apr.lications of materials  for 
use at  high  temperatures,  many  fundamental  questions  on  the  problems 
of  fibre  production,  compatibility and  interface  must  be  dealt  with 
and  solved.  Aetive  international  cooperation is particularly 
desirable  in this first  phase. 
4.  ~ods  of operation 
To  be  specified within the  framework  of  combined  Zuropean action. 
During the  first  fundamental  phase  work  must  be  ccrried out  in 
close  cooperation with universities,  research  centres  and  development 
departments  in industrial  companies. 
5·  Cost  and  timascale 
An  amount  of the  order  of 2,000,000 u.a. is envisaged  for  a 
period of five  years,  the  programme  being revised after three years. 
If this first  stage is a  success,  larger amounts  would  be required  for 
technological trials. ..;  88  -
Project  51 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirableo 
7.  Clnssification,  additional remarks  and  links with  other  projects 
Classification hQ - 89  ~ 
Field:  Metallurg~ 
.Project  52:  DEVELOPMENT  OF  REFR.t~CTORY METALS  AND  OTHER 
~~TERihLS  (CEHENT,  CERhMICS)  FOR  GAS  TURBINES 
1.  Nature  of project 
- Technological  development  of refractory metals  and  alloys,  in 
particular based  on  niobium  and  chromium,  with regard to shaping, 
mechanical  properties  and  their behaviour  in  oxidizing atmospheres. 
- Study of protective  coatings  • 
...  Shaping  and. properties of  c.eramic  materials,. and  in particular 
silicqn nitride. 
2.  . Objectives . 
Cf.  Project  50. 
The  field of utilization of  refractor~ metals  and  a~loys is 
0  B:bove  .1, 100  C,  which is the .upper  limit  for  the use  of superalloys 
ov~~ lon~_periods.  Their  princip~l  limitat~on comes  from  their 
intrinsic low resistance to oxidation.  A study  shou~d therefore 
be  made  of  how  they may  be  provided with  protective  coatings which 
are  compatible  with  the.  basi~ material  and  continue  to provide 
satisfactory protection when  damaged.  The  indust~~~l stage is not 
~nvisaged for  some  time.  These  materials are particularly well 
suited to  turbines using  helium. - 90  -· 
Project  52 
Certain  ceramics,  such  as  silicon nitride,  seem  capable  of 
long-time  u~e.in this  temperature range  above  1,100°C.  The 
problems  of shaping  and  mechanical beh3viour  have  still to  be 
studied.  Their  use  is envisaged  in the not  too  distant  future. 
3.  ~dvantage of  CO£Eeration 
Cf.  Projects 50  and  51. 
4.  Methods  of operation 
To  be  specified within  the  framework  of  combined  European  action. 
During  the  first  fundamental  stage  work  must  be  carried out 
in  close  cooperation with universities,  research  centres  and  develop-
ment  departments  in industrial  companies. 
5.  ~~d  timescale 
~n amount  of 3,000,000  u.a~ is envisaged  for  a  period  of  five 
years,  the  programme  being revised after three  years.  If the first 
stnge  is a  succe,ss  ,- lflrger  amounts  would  be  required  for  technological 
trials. 
6  .•  Pnrticipatio!!_  of non-member  countries 
Desirable~ 
?.  Classificatio~,  ad~£nal.remarks ~£_links with  ot~er_EEojects 
Classification - 91.-
Field:  -Metallurg;y 
E,roject  5_2:  MltTERIALS  FOR  THE  DESALINATION  OF  SEA  W.h.TER 
1.  Nature  of project 
..  Devel~pm_en.t  of low-cost  materials for .the  de~alination of sea 
water.  Studies of materials,  corrosion studies,  development  of 
manufacturing technologies,  prototype  testing. 
2.  QE,,jective~ 
Exchanger  tubes  account  for  about  3~~ of the  cost  of  a  desalination 
pla~t.  .~here are  major  advantages  in  developing  mat~rials which 
at-e  not  ~n·ly highly resistant to  corr-osion  by hot  sea water 1  but 
are also  che.ap •-
There  are  two  objectives: 
-:-.  Reduct-ion  in  CO$t  of..  tubes  for  desalination plant  operating by 
0  di:stillation  q.t.  120  max.; 
Raising of the  operating temperature  with a  view to reducing the 
price of desalinated watero 
The  development  ~f  _de~alinatio~ _mc:t~~ials,_enjoys considerable 
support  in  the  United  Stateso  European  ~anufact~ers are  therefore 
facing stiff competition. 
..  .. - 92  -
Pro.ject  53 
4 
.t~ll  Community  countries  are  very interested in the  desalination 
of  sea water,  either through  the  need  for  fresh water  or  because  of 
the  export  possibilities that  will  be  opened  up  by  the  development 
of this technology  (in particular to  the  emerging  countries)~ 
3.  .t\.dvantage  of  cooEerati_gn 
- Reduction  of-total expenditure  on  research  and  development. 
- Increase  in the  efficiency of research  carried  out  on  a  national 
scale. 
- kccelerated  development  of materials  so  that European  firms 
constructing or  exporting sea water  desalination  plant  are  quickly 
placed  in  a  favourable  competitive  position. 
4.  Methods  of operatiop 
To  be  specified within  the  framework  of combined  European  action. 
The  work  is to  be  undertaken  mainly  by industry,  possibly backed  up 
by research centres  and  universities. 
6,ooo,ooo  u.a.  over  five  years. 
6~  Participation  of  n?p~member  countri~~ 
Not  particularly desirable. 
7.  Classificati~additio~ remarks  and  links  with  othe£_Er£jecl? 
Classific~tion A. Field:  Metallurg~ 
Project  24:  HIGH-GAUGE  STEEL  TANKS  FOR  THE  CHEMICAL  AND 
PETROCHEMI C;.L  INDUSTRY 
1.  Nature  of project  ..  · 
- Sturly  of  the  heterogeneity of the  prop'erties  of heavy-gauge  metal 
and  remedies therefor. 
Development  of  techniques  in shaping,  welding and  heat  treatment 
to  achieve  optimum  properties. 
~ Behaviour  under multiaxial stress. 
- Study of the  safety of-thick-walled apparatus with regard  to 
brittle fracture. 
- Propagation  of cracks;  technological qualification test. 
- Study of the  phenomena  of embrittlement  and  prevent·±on  thereof  1 
in particular hydrogen  embrittlement. 
2.  9bjecti·v~~ 
The  de~elopment of the  chemical  industry is hampered  by the 
dimensions  of the  tanks  which  can be-built·nowadays.  In  order to. 
increase  their size  and  in  accordati~e with the  tendency  towards  an 
increase  in the unit  capacity of p-roduction  plant,. use  mu'st  be  made 
of higher  strength steels with  a  tensile strength of  60  kg/mm2  in 
place  of  those  of 40  kg/mm2  currently employed.  The  saving in 
weight  achieved  by decreasing the  thi~kri~ss of the  ~alls would 
enable  the  diameter  of the  tanks  to  be  increased,  thus leading 
to a  reduction  in the  number  of parallel units and  a  saving in 
production costs. - 94  -
Project  54 
The  outlets for  engineering companies  are  not  only  on  internal 
markets  but  also  on  export  markets  in a  branch  of industry which  is 
rapidly exranding. 
3.  ~vantage of cooperation 
Cooperation  in.this rarticular field is necessary in  order to 
reduce  the  high cost  of research  and  to speed  up  developments5 
Furthermore,  it is obvious  that sooner  or later the  available 
knowhow  must  be  exploited  jpintly.  Coordination  of effort  can  only 
facilitate  contacts at  the level of the_surervisory bodies  empowered 
to  approve  inst~llations. 
4.  Methods  of operation  . 
To  be  specified within  the  framework  of  a  combined  Europenn 
action.  Work  is to be  undertaken  mainly  by  industry 2  possibly 
backed  up  by research  centres  and  universities. 
5.  Cost  a~d timescale 
5,000 9000  u.a~  over  five  years 
6.  fnrticipat£on  of  ... non-membe~~i!:i£!! 
Not  particularly desirable. 
7o  9lassification,  additional remarks  and  links with  other pr9jects 
Classification  i~• 
• - 95  -
E?-~:  ~~L~ 
!Zoject  ~2:  METALS  FOR  THE  CHEMICAL  INDUSTRY 
1 o  ~ature  J?_LJ?.roject 
To  determine  the  possibilities of using noble  metals  in the 
manufacture  of  equipment  for  the  chemical  industry* 
2.  £_~cJ  iY.~  ~ 
The  problem  of resisting corrosion by the  particularly aggressive 
substances  used  in the  chemical  industry may  be  solved  by  coating the 
steel with materials  such as lead,  tantalum  or  platinum. 
Other noble  metals  which  are  cheaper  than tantalv.m  or  platiuum, 
such as titanium,  zirconium  and  niobium,  sbow  great  chemical inertia 
against  certain highly age;ressive  su.bstances.  These  met~ls or  their 
alloys already lend  themselves  to the  construction  of entire pieces 
of equipmGnt,  including large  chemical  reaction tGnkso  Their 
appropriate  use  could  lead  to substantial savings  in the  construction 
and  maintenance  of installations. 
3·  Advantsge  of  9oope~tioll 
The  cooperation  of  met~llurgists and  customers  in  the  chemical 
industry could lead  to  a  rapid increase  in the  use  of these  noble 
metals  and  at  the  same  time  bring about  a  fnll  in their price,  thus 
widening theil,  use  for  other a:oplica.tions,  such as aeronautics  1 
me(:ho..nics,  etc. - 96  -
[~~£.£!._25 
4 e  ~ill,~_O..L£E..eration 
To  be  specified in  the  framew0rk  of  a  combined  European  action. 
The  work  is to  be  undertaken  mainly  by industry,  possibly backed  up 
by  rese~rch centres  and  ~~ivers~~ies. 
5 •  92_?..t.~  t i ~~££.!.!:. 
2 1000,000 u.a.  over  five  years~ 
6.  !:~~~  of  non..:.~_emb~!~.Eountries 
Not  particularly  desirable~ 
7$  f_la~E-i  .  .f:i~~i.oE--2  ad~tLi:.£!!..al  rem~rks..L..~-inks~h o!_her  ;eroje9i~ 
Classification Aa ~..li:  Het al.JE.t.sl 
Pr,o  j~t...'2.§: 
1.  liatur~~  .Erojeo~ 
,.  97  -
SUPERCONDUCTORS 
Development  of industrial superconducting materials. 
2..  Object!.!~~ 
The  development  of superconducting materials is limited in 
the  Community  to aprlications in physics apparatus  and  instruments 
and  has  been  government  subsidized. 
The  industrial prospects  of superconductors  do  not  appear  to 
have  been  explored  in  the  Community,  although they have  aroused  great 
interest in  Britain~ 
The  technology for  manufacturins  superconducting wires,  in 
particular  for  alternating current  use,  poses  many  problems  the 
solution  of  which  would  en.able  prices to  be  brought  down  and  would 
facilitate  future  developments  in the electrical industry. 
3 •  it  d v a~  t .!:ze  0 f  c 0  <212~  r;t lli!!. 
To  increase  the  efficiency of the  limited research carried out 
on  a  national scale. 
are  divided. 
Opinions  on  the  advisability of  cooperation - 98  ... 
!:!:2l.e£.  ~-~6 
4s  ~~£dS of  opcrati£n 
To  be  specified in  tht::  framework  of a  combined  European  action. 
ThG  work  is to be  undert.?.ken  mainly  by  industry,  possibly backed  up 
by research  centres  and  universities. 
5.  f...o?t. and  tim~~~~ 
1,000s000 Uoac  over  five  years~ 
6 •  !:!i!'.!.2_;c ~~~:t!.£~...£.~.:!!12-!E~~n  tries, 
Desirable. 
7.  £d:E-ssifi~i9n  1.  additional remarks  and  links with  other  nro~~ 
Classification Ao -·99-
Field:  Metallurgv  -------- ~· 
f!:oject  2_Z:  SEMICONDUCTORS 
1.  Nat~re of project 
Development  ?f semiconductors  of the  gallium  ru;aanide  and 
gallium  phosphide  type  for  hyperfrequencieso 
- To  guarantee  Community  laboratories  a  supply of high quality 
products. 
- To  accelerate  research  in this field  by  making  better  use  of the 
scientific facilities available  in  the  Community. 
3·  li.dvantage  of cooperat.!2!! 
To  reduce  the  total cost  of resaarch,  which  is at  present 
uncoordinated,  and  especially to  make  this  rese~rch e~sier by  joint 
use  of  high  perfcrmance  scientific material. 
Opinions  on  the  advisability of  cooperation are  divided. 
4$  Hethod~ of  9,.re~~ 
To  be  specified in  the  framework  of a  combined  European  act.ion. 
The  work is to  be  undertaken  mainly  by  industry,  possibly backed  up 
by research centres  and universities  • 
• - 100  -
~k:..Si_dl 
5o  £.~  ..  t~ncL,.:U_.me.sco.le 
3,000 1000  Uoao  over  five  yearsQ 
6.  ~articiP.~~on of  no~~~! countries 
Not  p~rticularly desirable. 
7.  ~ssifico.tion 3  ~l.~C?!Hll_remo..rks and.  links with...2,.ther  projeci~ 
Classification Ae 
Link with other  projscts:  to  ~e  linked  with. Project  23  in the 
telecommunications  field. 
• 6,  NUISANCES 
- ..  101  - 1 
Judging in particular from  the plethora of statements and 
action  by  international bodies  in this respect,  the need  to step up 
the  fight  against: pollution requires. no  emphasizing.  NeV'ertheless, 
what  has  been  achieved  so  far  is quite  inadequate  to  cope  with  the 
problem,  which  becomes  more  acute  every  day  owing  to the  exponential 
increase  of noxious  matters  introduced  in what  is known  as  the 
11biosphere"o 
Two  kinds  of actions  are  needed  to reduce nuisances: 
- the  definition  of guide  value~, quality criteria or  danger  levels 
on  the  basis of which  public authorities could  introduce  st~ndards 
,to be  complied  with and  set  up  control systems; 
- preparatory study and  development  of effective  technical  methods  and 
equipment  costing as little as  possible,  with  a  view  to  preventing 
pollution  and  to remedying  its. effects. 
What  has  been  achieved  so  far  in Europe  at both these.levels is 
insufficient  and  has  been  done  only by approaching the  matter 
empirically and  without  an  adequate  scientific and  technological 
basis. 
In  order  to  make  further  valid progress,  scientific and tech-
nological research is essential.  Improved  knowledge  of what· 
pollution  involves  and  of the  harmful  effects of pollutants  must  be 
obtained to enable  quality criteria to be  defined;  pr:ooesses  must 
be  improved  and  new  techniques  developed  to prevent  pollution  or 
remedy its effects. - 102  -
Putting aside  Projects  62  and  67,  which  fulfill  only the first 
of these  two  objectives,  all the  projects proposed  by  the  speGialist 
group  aim at both the  objectives  mentioned  above,  whether  in respect 
of atmospheric  pollution,  water  pollution or  acoustic nuisances. 
All  the  proposed  schemes  have  a  definite  "health0  aspect,  i.e,, 
they  wo~ld reduce  the  ha.rmful  effects of pollutants to  man  and  his 
.surroundings.  All  have  therefore  an  obvious  economic  advantage,  but 
some  of  them  have  a  more  cleG.rly  marked  economic  significance,  owing 
to either the  economic  consequences  of  the  pollution  in question 
(e~g~, desulphuration,  sludge  processing)  or  the  economic  consequences 
of the  regulations  and  methods  to  be  used  in order  to  decrease 
pollution  (e.g.,  gaeeoua  effluents~  thermal pollution,  industrial 
waste  water)a 
Whatever  their  connection  with  the  objectives  indicated above, 
the  proposed  projects  cannot  be  graded  according to priority and 
urgency,  for  each  of  them  deals with  a  specific  problem  of 
undeniable  importance. 
The  proposals  made  are  only first  steps.  ~t a  later stage  of 
the  work  the  problem  of nuisances will require  a  more  systematic 
and  overall  approach.  There  will first  have  to  be  a  complete 
review  of all the  knowledge  acquired  and  of the  projects carried out, 
initiated or  pl~nned by  countries  or  international organizations; 
then  a  survey of what  is to  be  done  will  have  to be  made,  and  from 
there  a  real :Curopean  anti-nuisance  progrRmme  will  have  to  be  drawn 
up,  which  will no  longer  be  limited to air,  water  and  noise,  but - 103  -
will also  include  other nuisances  such as  pharma:c.eut.ical. products  t 
the  polluting effects of which  are  constantly increasing and  are 
often  more  harmful  because  of  their insidious nature. - 104  -
E~:  Nuisances 
Project  6  combines  in  one  overall  programme,  to  be  carried out 
by  cooperative  action,  a  numbGr  of specific projects concerning air 
pollution,  water  pollution,  and  noise: 
Project  61:  Fight against atmosrheric  pollution by  sulphur 
derivatives 
Project  62:  Development  of biological indicators for  determining 
the  overall  danger  level of atmospheric  pollutants 
Project  63:  Study of  fumes  and  dust  from  motor  vehicles and 
domestic  heQting  appliances 
Project  64:  Research into natural purification processes  in 
polluted waters 
Project  65:  Research  and  development  of methods  of purification 
of  waste  waters 
Project  66:  Research  oa  th6I~&l pollution of euriace .waters 
Project  67:  Biological effects of biocides  in  surface  and  under-
ground  waters 
Project  68:  Development  of sludge  processing  methods 
Project  69:  Research  concerning acoustic nuisances 
a  long-term  continuous  project  concerning  abatement  of nuisances. 
All  projects under  the  head  of nuisances  have  as their  main 
objective the protection of man  and  his  environment,  ioe.,  a 
"public  service"  objective.  Some  of them  are  to  provide  the  basis 
for  the  adoption  of harmonized  standardse  The  majority of them 
involve  basic research,  some  of which is aimed  at  developing 
processes  or  devices  which  may  be  of  interest  from  an  industrial 
standpoint  o , 
- 105-
3a  A~age  of  coope~ati~~ 
- saving of resources by avoiding duplication, 
- need  for  harmonized  criteria with  a  view  to  establishing standards 
that  do  not  cause  hindrance  to  t·rade  or  distort  the  conditions 
of competition. 
The  compilation of programmes  and  supervision of the  work  on 
the  projects  may  be  carried  out  in  accordance  with.either  of the 
following procedures: 
- through  the  agency  of  coordination  groups.  Air,  Noise,  Water, 
Pharmaceuticals,  etc.); 
- by assigning this task to  the  competent  departments  of the 
Commission  (which  ha~e. more  than. ten years'  experience  in the 
field),  aided  by ad hoc  expert  groups. 
The  draft  programmes  thus  drawn  up  would  be  submitted  to  a 
general  guidance  and  coordina'tion  agency,  which  would  also be 
required to  keep  an  overall watch  on  the  supervision of the  work. 
It must,  however,  be  pointed  out  that  the  nine  new  projects 
will  only  be  really meaningful if carried  out  as part of a  "European 
policy for  the  protection of  man  and  his  environmen~".  For  this 
purpose,  consideration  must  be  given  to the  creation at the  earliest 
possible  moment  of  a  group responsible  for  determining the  overall 
~lidelines for  the  present  and  future  programmes  and  for supervising 
the  work.  It would  also  be  advantageous if this body  were  to  be 
assigned  certain responsibilities as regards preparatory work  on 
the  standards and  fixing  the  time  schedule  for  the  implementation 
of the  new  regulations;  for  experience  has  shown  that  a  statement 
by  the  public  authorities of their intentions regarding the 
adoption  of new  standards will in  many  cases  have  the  effect  of  prompting 
those  responsible  for  compiling the  "nuisance"  in question  to  take 
action  on  their  own  initiative in the  form  of adjusting to  the rules 
within  the  prescribed time-limits. 
In  the  case  of projects exercising an  influence at  the  industrial 
level,  consultation with the  enterprises  concerned is clearly 
desirable  at  programming level. - 106  -
5·  Performa~~ 
The  projects now  under  consideration should  be  carried  out  in 
public  or univ2rsity laboratories;  in  some  cases,  involving the 
development  of processes or  equipment,  the  aid  of industry will 
have  to  be  enlisted. 
Some  projects  or parts of them,  particularly those  which  do 
not  lend  themselves  to  apportionment  of  tnsks,  will have  to be 
performed  in a  single  centre,  working  on  the  joint behalf of the 
parties  concerned.  This  centre  could be  an  international  or national 
centre  already existing or to  be  set up.  Other  projects  or  parts 
of  them  will  be  carried  out  by national laboratories working  in 
conformity with  the  jointly·-planned  programme. 
6.  Industrial utilization of research results 
~_,_,  ________  .........._......  ~- ......___ 
Memorandum  only. 
The  funds  required  for  carrying out  the  nine  projects  amount  to 
6-7  million u.a.  for  an  estimated three-year period,  i.e., 2  to 
2.5  million u.a.  a  year. 
The  projects  or  p~rts of  them  to  be  performed  in  a  single  centre 
would  have  to  be  financed  on  a  joint basis,  the  funds  being  made 
available to the  authority responsible  for  managing  and  coordinating 
the  projects.  The  projects  or  parts of them  to  be  performed  in 
the  individual  countries'  centres  should,  in principle,  be  financed 
by  procedures  modelled  on  the  European  Combined  Project  system; 
nevertheless,  certain tasks  of limited  duration  and  scope  to  be 
performed at  such  centres  could  be  financed  by  contracts placed  by 
the authority responsible  for  managing  and  coordinating the  projects, 
by  means  of the  funds  obtained  by  joint  financing. " 
~ 107  -
As  a  general rule,  the  money  should  come  from  public  funds, 
because  the  ultimate  purpose  of the  proposed research is of general 
interest~  However,  in  cases  where  firms  might·be  interested  in  the 
production  of marketable  equipment  or  processes,  such  firms  should 
take as  large  a  share as  possible  in the  financing.  Where  standards 
could  be  set beforehand  and  a  time  schedule  drawn  up  for  their 
application,  the  formula  adopted  should  be  that  of  10~~ financing 
·by  the  firm,  possibly with  a  repayable  loan  'J 
8.  Participat!2!Lof non-member·  countries 
See  project  sheets. 
Classification  -
Classification of projects 61-69:  A - 108  -
Field:  Nuisances  ....  --- ............  ........... 
FIGHT  ~G.;.INST  J;.TMOSPHJi~RIC POLLUTION  BY 
SULPHUR  DERIV  :~oTIVES 
(a)  Research  on  the  physicochemical behaviour  of these  derivatives 
in  gaseous  effluents  (with particular attention  to the  effects 
of  the  associated pollutants). 
(b)  Rese~rch on  improved  characterization of the  harmful  effects 
of sulphur derivatives. 
(c)  Basic  research  contribution to the  develop~ent of desulphuration 
processes. 
Determination  of  maximu~ permissible  concentrations with  a  view 
to establishing standards. 
~  Development  of  methods  making it possible  to detect  and  reduce 
the  content  of sulphur  com~oun~s in the  atmosphere. 
- Saving of resources  by  avoiding duplication  and  waste  of effort. 
- Geographically widespread  effects of  atmospheric  pollution. 
' ··  tU9  -
E£ o Je  .. cj;  6j_ 
-.Need  for  harmonized  standards  on  a  European  scale  (thereby 
preventing obstacles to  trnde). 
4.  ~~of  operation 
To  be  defined. 
5.  £ost  and  timescale 
840,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7•  Classification~ additional  remarks  and  l:i.nks  with_2!her  projects 
Classification A. Field,:  !i!!?-s~~§. 
Pr,2.j ec:!?_. 62:  DEVELOPN:8NT  OF  BIOLOGIC.i-:..1  INDIC.ii.TORS  FOR 
DETERMINING  THE  OVERALL  D.~'~NGER  LEVEL  OF 
l~TE03PHERIC  POLLUTl~NTS 
1$  Nature  of  ~rojeql 
The  research is aimed  at  defining the  overall danger level  of 
atmospheric  pollutants  by  means  of biological indicatcrs  incorporating 
the  harmful  action  of pollutants: 
search  for  biological indicators  in the  vegetable  and  micro-
biological fields; 
- research  into the  action  of atmospheric  pollutants  on  tissue  cell 
cultures. 
2 o1  .Qbj_~ctives 
To  determine  criteria of biological quality,  making it possible 
to undertake  a  comparative  study of the  quality of  atmospheres at 
various  points  within  the  Community,  and  giving to  public authorities 
the  necessary basis  for  improvinG standards as  well  as  for  intro-
ducing  more  effective  measures  to  detect  and  fight  pollution~ 
3c  ~~~~t~g_e. of  CO~.£:!. 
- Saving  of resources  by  avoiding  dupli~~tion and  waste  of effort. 
- Geographically widespread  effects  of  ~tmospheric pollution. -. 11 f  -
Project g 
•  Need  for  harmonized  standards  on  a  European  scale  (thereby 
preventing obstacles  to  trade). 
4.  Hethods  .£L..2E~~~ 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Cost  and  timesc~ 
1,200,000 Uoa.  over three  years~ 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classi~ication, addit!onal remarks  and  links with. £!her  project~ 
Classification A. Nuisances 
.....,_,LZI~ 
STUDY  OF  FUNES  AND  DUST  FROM  MOTOR  VEHICLES 
iJ..ND  DOMEST!C  HE~·~.TING  .~·J.PPLIANCES 
1.  Nature  of 1?!:.2J.£.£i 
The  research  must  cover  motor  vehicle  fumes  (in particular 
nitrogen oxides)  and  liquid  or  solid aerosols  produced  by  combustion 
engines,  with  a  view  to  determining  the  role  play~d by  ~uch products 
in  smog  formation  under  various  conditions of  operation~  This 
research will also have  to  investigate  fumes  from  domestic  heating 
appliances burning mineral  oil under  different·conditions;  it will 
include  preliminary theoretical work  with  a  view to the  development 
of prototypes  of  continuous  burners. 
2.  Obj~_ctives 
- To  make  it possible  to  establish improved  standards  for  the  fight 
against  atmospheric  pollution  on  the  basis  of  more  extensive 
scientific knowledge. 
- By  widely  spreading the results  obtained,  to  provide  industry with 
the  means  of  improving  the  design  of engines,  motors  and  appliances 
with  a  view  to avoiding pollution. 
- To  develop  improved  and  standardized analysis  instruments. 
- Saving of resources  by  avoiding duplication  and  waste  of efforto - 1-13  --
E!:.2ject  63 
~ Geographically widespread  effects of atmospheric  pollution. 
~  Need  for  h~rmonized standards  on  a  European  scale  (thereby 
preventing obstacles  to  trade). 
4.  ~~ods of OEeration 
To  be  defined. 
5·  Cost  and  timescale 
1,440,000 Ueao  over  three  years. 
6.  ~artic~EatiQn of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
?.  C!assification,  additional remarks  and  links with  oth~~j~gts 
Classification A. RESEARCH  INTO  N~~TURAL  PURIFICi~.TION PROCESSES 
I 
IN  POLLUTED  \JATERS 
1.  No..ture  of_J.)roject 
The  research  should  lend to  improved  knowledge  of  the  natural 
purification process,  and  in particular of the  behaviour  of  o~gnnic 
polluting substances  in their natural  environment  (sedimentation, 
chemical  or  biological mineralization,  effects  of  inorganic pollutants, 
biocides,  toxic  substances  and  thermal pollutioL).  Work  will 
include: 
(a)  in situ study of several hydrological.systems; 
(b)  certain model  tests. 
2o  Objectives 
to  preserve  and  forecast  water resources  from  the  point  of view  of 
quality; 
to standardize quality criteria in  order  to protect  people  and 
improve  economic  efficiency; 
- to reach bases  for  the  assessment  of measures  to be  taken  with 
regard to  the  purification of effluents in  order  to  improve  the 
natural purification process. 
- saving  of resourcen  by avoiding  waste  of effort; 
- need  for  harmonized  quality criteria in respect  of water. !:!oj~ 
4.  Meth£~s of operation 
To  be  defined. 
5.  £2E~nd timescale 
115  -
360,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
,  6.  ·Partici.J2ation  of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
78  Classific~ion, additional remarks  and  links with  other  projects 
Classification A. 
. ' - 116  -
Field:  Nuisances  -- ----
]?ro j ect  65:  RESEi~RCH i..ND  DEVELOPMENT  OF  Jl.iETHODS 
OF  PURIFICi  .. TION  OF  ~:VASTE  ~
7~ATE:JS 
Fight  ag~inst water  pollution by  carrying out  research  and 
development  on  methods  of purifyinG waste  w~ters (application to 
certain individual  industries)~ 
The  first  atage  of this action  must  include  preliminary stuuies 
and  the  selection  of industries producing  effluents with  a  high 
content  of  organic  products,  metal  and  toxic  substances. 
The  second  stage  will  include,  in respect  of  the  industries 
under  consideration 1  the  pooling of  the  experience  acquires  and 
research and  development  work  on  new  purification methods  which 
are  both effective and  economicelly viable. 
2.  _2bject~ 
- protection  of  water  resources; 
- development  of  new  methods  and  apparatus; 
- definition of basic  scientific and  technical  foundations  for 
regulations  concerning the  discharge  of  effluents~ 
Harmonization  of the  crieria to be  applied will enable  one  of 
the  causes  of unfair  competition between  industries in the 
Member  States to be  eliminated. 
I - 1}7-
,Eroject  65 
- Saving of resources by  avoiding waste  of effort. 
4.  ~~thods of  operati~ 
To  be  definedo 
5•  Cost  and  timesca~ 
1st stage:  10~000 u.ao  over  six months 
2nd  stage:  400,000 u .a.  over  2·  1/2 years 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable  o 
?a  Classification.~ditional rem~s and  links with  other  project~ 
Classification A. ~ld:  gui~~ 
Pr  ~~.£.L§6  : 
1.  ~~ect 
- 118  -
RESE!  .. RCH  ON  TIIERr~l~L  POLLUTION  OF  SURFl  .. CE 
This research,  which  does  not  inclu1e  sea water,  relates to  the 
following three subjccts:-
(a)  natural cooling of  waterdays  (in situ studies and  mathematical 
modlels); 
(b)  action  of water  temperature  on  its environment  (biological study); 
(c)  economic  and  technical  study  on  means  of prevention,  including 
the  possible use  of residual thermal  energy. 
2.  Obj£~~ 
preservation of biological resources  in  wat2r  environments; 
- definition  of siting of  power  stations along waterways; 
- definition of technical bases  for  fixing the  temperature  level 
which  industrial waste  must  not  exceed; 
- development  of preventive  methods  and  apparatus,  and  ~ossibly 
methods  and  apparatus  making  use  of residual  thermal  energy. 
3.  ~~~i~ce of.cooperRtion 
- saving of resources; 
- desirability of  harmonized  criteria~ - 119  -
b:oject 66 
4.  ~ethods of operati££ 
To  be  defined. 
5.  Cost  and  timescale 
.720,000 u.a.  over three  years. 
6 •.  ~~rticipation of non-mem?er  countries 
Desirable. 
7•  Q.laseificc;:ttion,  additional remarks  and  links with  other ;erojects 
Classification A. 
.  . 
: f•  ; 
'  :  ~7 Field:  Nuisances 
Project  67: 
1.  Nnture  of  projec~ 
- 120·-
BICLOGICAL  EFFECTS  OF  BIOCIDES  IN  SURFACE 
liND  UNDERGROUND  WAT:S.i.~S 
The  research should  cover  the  following subjects: 
- analytical methods  for  determining  contamination  of water  by 
biocides; 
studies with  a  view to  establishing an  acceptable  level  of 
contamination. 
2.  Objectives 
preservation  of water  resources; 
protection of man  and his surroundings  through  the  fixing of 
quality criteria for  water  and  measures  concerning the  use  or 
production  of biocides  (replacing pollutants by  other  substances 
which  are less  toxic  or less persistent); 
orientation  cif  industry in respect  of biocide  production. 
3.  ~dvantage of  cooperation 
international nature  of biocide  pollution; 
saving  of resources; 
desirability of  harmonized  criteria (freedom  of  movement  for 
products and  normal  competition  between  producers). - 121  -
Project 6z 
4.  Methods  of operation 
To  be  defined. 
5 •.  Cost  and  timescale 
600,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
6 •.  Participation  of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and links with  other Erojects 
• 
Classification  A~ - 122  -
· F1eld:  Nuisances 
Project  6~:  DEVELOPHENT  OF  SLUDGE-PROCESSING  METHODS 
1.  Nature  of project 
Development  of  methods  for  economically processing sludge  from 
purification plants,  taking into account its sanitary aspects 
(drying,  digestion,  disinfection,  irradiation),  with  a  view  to  using 
it. 
- to solve  problems  presented by  ~ludge accumulation,  particularly 
/ 
in highly populated  areas; 
- to  find  economical  uses  for  sludge  by  processing it. 
3.  Advantage  of  cooperation 
- most  countries  have  a  sludge  problem; 
- saving of resources. 
4~  Methods  of operation 
To  be  defined. 
5.  ~~t and  timescale 
240,000 u.a.  over  three  years. - 123  -
Project  68 
6.  Participation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7•  Classification,  additional remarks  and  links with  other proJeci! 
Classification A. 
.  ~: Field:  Nuisances 
E!:2,ject  62: 
1.  ~ture of project· 
- 124  ... 
RESEARCH  CONC:ti:RNING  :'~.COUSTIC  NUISANCES 
Two  subjects for  research are  under  consideration: 
(i)  the  gathering  of information  on  the  importance  of infrasonic 
and  ultrasonic  components  in noises,  and  experiments  on  the 
effects of these  components; 
(ii) research  on  the  technical  means  which  can  be  used  to  reduce 
vehicle noise,  taking into account its economic  consequences. 
2.  Objectives 
(i) determination  of criteria and  standards  for  the  protection 
of  man; 
(ii) orientation  of industries tow2rds  criteria to be  complied  with 
in the  manufacture  of noise-producing apparatus  and vehicles. 
3.  ~dvantage of  cooperation 
(i) 
and  Saving  of resources. 
(ii) 
(ii)  Harmonization  of criteria and  standards  (in particular with 
a  view to trade  between  countries). 
4.  Methods  of operation 
To  be  defined. - 125  -
P~oject 62 
5o  Cost  and  timesc~le 
I.  100,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
II. 500,000 u.a.  over  three  years. 
6.  ParticiEation of non-member  countri~ 
Desirable. 
7.  Classific~on,_additional remarks  and  links  wi~h other proJects 
Classification h. METEOROLOGY 
---------~ 
Meteorology is at  a •turning point  in its development.  The 
possibilities  for  collecting and  transmitting information by satellite 
and  for  information processing  by  computers  provide  tremendous  scope 
for  new  methods.  In particular,  the  use  of synoptic  charts 
involving the  use  of a  large  number  of factors  which  take  account 
of the  dynamics  of the  atmosphere  should result  in  an  improvement 
in forecasting as  carried  out  at  present,  and  in particular in 
forecasts  covering a  considerably longer period,  The  economic 
advantage  of such long-range  forecasts is considerable,  particularly 
with regard  to  agriculturet  the  construction industry,  and,  to  a 
lesser degree,  certain kinds  of transport. 
It is thus  extremely important  for  the  meteorological  services 
to benefit as  soon  as  possible  and  on  a  very wide  scale  from  the  new 
possibilities offered to  them  to  make  a  greater  contribution to the 
economic  efficiency of their countries.  But  at  the  same  time it 
should  be  realized that  the  introduction  of these  new  techniques 
requires a  very considerable  financial effort,  which is practically 
impossible  for  individual national European  meteorological services. 
Cooperation is thus essential,  not  only in order to avoid  duplieation 
of expenditure  of tbe  same  type,  but  also to reinforce  the  effective 
use  of the  new  techniques.  It would  be  no  exaggeration to  say that 
joint action is a  sine  qua  non if European  meteorology is really to 
commit  itself to the  necessary  changes. 
The  proposals which  have  been  made  primarily involve  two  fairly 
wide-ranging projects,  which  would  result  in  commitment  to such changes: 
firstly,  the  establishment  of  a  large  single centre  for  computation 
and  research (project  70)  and,  secondly,  the launching of a  European - 127  -
meteorological satellite nnd  the  setting up  of the necessary 
ground  stations  (project  71). 
As  well  as  these  large-scale  operations,  more  modest 
proposals  have  also been  put  forward,  referring in particular to 
the  development  of single ~rototypes for  certain  types  of apparatus, 
with  a  view to  encouraging  concentration  of industrial  procuction 
on  a  few  series  which would  hnve  a  considerable  m~rket as  a  result 
o~ coordination of  government  contracts  (project  72). - 128 
·field:  ~eteorology 
?,rojeci_-.ZQ:  EUROPEAN  CONFUTATION  CENTRE  FOR  M:STEOROLOGICAL 
EXPLOITil TION  AND  R:8~EilRCH 
1.  ~ature of project 
~  The  setting up  of  a  common  mete~rological centre  for  computation 
and research. 
2.  Objectives 
The  envisaged  centre  has  a  dual  aim,  the  rendering  of public 
services and  research to  improve  those  servi9es,  in the  field  of 
medium  and  long-range  weather  forecasting.  This  project  offers 
considerable  economic  and  social advantages  (agriculture,  building, 
transport,  travel, etc.). 
In  order to establish longer.range  forecast  than is possible at 
the.present  time,  charts of increasing  comp~exity must  be  used, 
which  can  onl~.be so::j.ved  numerically with  the  aid  of high  power 
computers.  The  interpretation of available  observations using 
these  ch~rts would r0sult  in  considerable  progress being made. 
I 
The  financing  on  a  purely national level  ot "t:he  necessary data 
processing installations would  prove  impossible  for  the  meteorological 
services of small  Member  States and,  at  the  very least,  problematical 
for  the  larger Member  States. 
4.  Programming  and  supervision of  Erojec~ 
The  drnwing-up  of the  work  programme  and  the  setting-up of the 
centre. are,  on  the  whole," something entirely· new.··.·  In· the  preparation 
of the  work  programme~  however,  use  must:be  made  of the  experience 
acquired  in the  Member  States,. the  United  States  and  the  USSR4f - 129  -
The  work  programme  could  be  drRwn  up  by  a  coordination  grou~ 
consisting  of responsible  persons in the national  meteorologicGl 
departments  and  including experts  on  the  preparation of projects. 
This  group  should  also have  the  assistance  of  a  very-high-level 
Scientific Committee. 
Responsibility for  supervising the  management  and  the  reseRrch 
activities would  also  devolve  upon  this  group,  assisted by its 
Scientific Council. 
5.  Performance 
(a)  the  setting-up of the  Centre.  This  includes  acquiring  a  high-
power  data processing plant,  making  an institute available  for  the 
pl~nt and  rocruiting the  staff).  Responsibility for  these  tasks 
could  be  assigned  to  an Executive'  Committee,  which  would  be  formed 
to  operate  for  the  duration  of the  work; 
(b)  the  services  and  research  performed  by the  Centre.  Operation  of 
the  Centre  should  be  assigned  to  a  single responsible Director  ani 
the  staff seconded  by  the  member  countries. 
6.  Costs  and  financin~ 
The  following  expenditure  should  be  allowed  for. 
- investment  costs  (computer  and  building) 
- yearly operating costs 
10-12 million u.a. 
0.5-1  million u.a. 
The  setting up  of  the  computation  centre  would require  joint 
financing.  (Costs  category III). 
- Timesc~le for  commissioning  of plant  3  years 
- Running-in  period  before  systematic  forecasts 
are established  2-3  years 
?~  Earticipation of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
8.  Links  with  other ££2jects 
The  project  could usefully be  linked  with the  ones  on  satellites 
(71)  and  automatic  meteorological stations  (43  and  72). 
9.  Classification:  A. - 130  -
Field:  Heteorology 
Project 71:  EUROPEAN  METEOROLOGICAL  SATELLITES 
1. Nature  of project 
Development  of meteorological satellites,  together with 
measuring  instruments,  scanning and- telecommunication  systems. 
2. Objectives 
Use  of satellites for  measuring and transmitting data of 
particular interest to European meteorological services, 
within  the  context  of  a  network of meteorological satellites 
on  a  world scale. 
3·  Advantage  of  cooperatio~ 
By  pooling the  knowledge  acquired in this field in Europe 1 
it would  be  possible  to develop European satellites under 
favourable  cost  conditions  (possibly with  American  J.aunchers 
as  long as  European  rockets are  not available). 
4.  Methods  of operation 
Development  of satellites under  the  direction of ESRO, 
launching within the  context  of  a  world  system  (GARP,  Worli 
Weather  Watch).  Some  details remain  to be  studied. - 131  -
Project 71 
5.  Cost  and  time  scale 
The  cost  depends  on  the  type  of satellite. This  remains 
to  be  specified~ A European satellite could  be  put  into orbit 
in five  years  from  now. 
6.  ~articipation of  non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
7.  Classification,  additional remarks  and links with  o!pe~gt£1~! 
Classification B. 
Additional remarks:  the project is an  important  one  and 
details should therefore  be  specified quickly. 
Links  with  other projects:  possibility of improving 
meteorological forecasts,  in connection  with  the  planned 
computation and research centre  (project 70). -. 132  --
Field:  Meteorology 
DEVELOPMEN'r  AND  STANDARD!Z"ATION  OF  METEOROLOGICAL 
EQUIP~IENT 
1.  Nature  of project 
Standardization and  joint development  of 11  types  of 
meteorological equipment: 
1.  balloons; 
2.  radio-sondes; 
3·  ozone  sondes; 
4.  automatic  ground station; 
.5 •  devices  for  me·asuring  changes  in wind  direction  at 
ground  level;· 
6.  three-component  wind  measuring devices; 
7.  radiometric  methods  for  determining radiation balance 
and  for  measuring  temperature  at  a  distance; 
8.  measuring_devices  and  rockets  for  probing  the  atmosphere; 
9.  visibility measuring devices; 
10.  devices  for  measuring  the  cloud base; 
11.  devices  for  detecting and  measuring prec_ipitation 
by radar. 
Purchase  of standardized equipment. 
2.  Objectives 
Improvement  of meteorological  forecasts  as  a  result  of  more 
precise,  supplementary or new  measures.  Increase  in air safety 
with regard to. take-off and  landing  (in particular devices  No&e  5, 
9  and  10 in paragraph 1). 
3.  ~dvantage of  co~p~~ti~ 
i  Reduction  of expenditure  through 
- the  elimination of duplication  by  joint development; 
- the  purchase  of standardized  equipment. 
This is essentially a  public-interest project. - 133  -
4.  Programming  and  suEerv!sion  of  pr~ect 
Not  all types  of  meteorological  equipment  have  attained the 
same  level  of development.  The  special  cases  contemplated range  from 
ttconventional"  (but  not  standardized)  devices  of routine  use  in all 
meteorological  departments  and  devices  produced at  the  industrial 
level  (balloons,  radio-sondes)  to  experimental  models  of  new 
instruments existing in  one  country or  another  (a case  in point 
being radiometric  methods  for  determining radiation balance  and 
for  measuring  temperature  at a  distance).  Generally speaking, 
however,  the situation is that  in several  countries  devices  are 
available (if only in prototype  form)  which  as regards efficiency 
are still not  entirely satisfactory. 
The  project  can  be  subdivided  into several phases,  namely: 
- adoption  of  joint decisions  concerning the  measuring  programme, 
precision standards  and  coordinated utilization of data); 
- comparison  of existing devices  (experimental  models,  prototypes, 
devices  manufactured at the  industrial level)  with  the  standards 
adopted; 
- if possible,  adoption  of an  already existing solution;  otherwise 
(something  for  which  a  case  can  be  made  out)  development  of the 
appropriate  prototype.  Purchase  of standardized  equipment. 
The  drawing-up  of the  work  programme  may  be  assigned to  a 
coordination  group  consisting of representatives in responsible 
positions  from  the  various countries'  meteorological  departments. 
This  group  would  also have  the  task of ensuring that  the  work  was 
duly carried  out  and  that  the  optimum  solutions  were  adopted.  The 
group's  decisions  must  be  binding  on  the national authorities. l 
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Performance 
During  a  certain period,  construction of the laboratory models, 
in accordance  with· current ·practice,  in the  meteorological  departmvnts' 
workshops.  Very  shortly thereafter,  indtistry will  be  asked  to 
construct the  prototype.  The  contract  will be  awarded,  as  far  as 
possible,  on  the  basis of tenders.  Generally speaking,  the  various 
devices are  not  sufficiently complicated  for  their construction to 
require,  on  technical grounds,  cooperation  between  several  firms. 
Responsibility for  this phase  will  devolve  upon  industry. 
6.  Industrial  utilizati~n of results. 
--------~~--~~~------ ---
The  devices· when  developed  are ·intended  for  use  in public  service 
installations.  Some  export  potential;  having regard  to  the  fact 
that  in the  medium  term there is only likely to  be  a  relatively small 
market,  it would  appear  preferable to  concentrate  government  orders 
with  or  perhaps  two  manufacturers  for  each type  of device. 
Each  of the  participating countries  could.then  purchase  the 
number  of devices it requires  directly  from  the·manufacturer  jointly 
agreed  upon. 
It must·,  however,  be  considered  whether  the  concerted  awarding 
of contracts  (multiannual plans)  might  not  enable  more  favourable 
purchasing conditions to be  obtained. 
The  proposed project's purpose  is.to coordinate the  measures 
. .  .  ~  .  .  .  . 
and  plans currently being  carried out  in  the various participating 
countries,  with the  long-term aim  of  obtaining the  most  favourable 
buying prices. 
Since  in  the  short  term the  supplementary  expenses are likely 
to  be  relatively modest,  the project has  been  classified in Category 
I  (minimum  of 1,000,000-2,000,000 u.a.). 
The  following  possible  methods  of financing  the  prototypes  may 
be  considered: - 135  -
(a)  Squrce  of appropriations: 
- joint  or  Community  financing  (after reaching  agreement  on  the  type 
of equipment  to be  adopted).  As  this method  would  not  appear  to 
be  absolutely necessary,  consideration  could also be  given  to: 
- financing  of the  prototype  on  a  national basis. 
The  manufacturers  could  be  required  to repay the  funds  used  for 
construction of the  prototype  from  the  proceeds  which  they derive 
from  subsequent  contracts,  more  particularly in  the  export  field. 
(b)  ~cedure governing appropriations: 
Prototype  construction  financed  by repayable loans  or  subsidies 
in the  event  of  a  contract  being  awarded. 
The  possibility of "financing by  industry provided  a  market  is 
guaranteedn  is not  entirely ruled  out.  In  this  case,  however,  the 
principals  must  be  particularly careful  to  guard  against  the risk 
of  inadequate  efficiency in the  prototype.  It is also  to  be  asked 
whether,  in the  final  analysis,  this  method  would  really prove  less 
expensive. 
Time  required:  extremely variable  from  one  item  of 
equipment  to  another  (1-2  years  in the  case  of balloons, 
several years  for  technologically  complex  devices). 
8.  Partici~at!£n of non-member  countries 
Desirable. 
9o  Classification,  additional  remarks· and  links with  other  EfOj~ 
Classification A. 
Links  with  other  projects:  chiefly the  methods  included  in 
point  7 in paragraph  1  ("radiation balance  and  measuring  of 
temperature  at  a  distance")  may  be  of interest  for  "meteorological 
satellites". 
\ 